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ED MALTBY REPORTS FROM PARIS

Large numbers of migrant workers who are
working illegally in France (known as “sans
papiers” — “without documents”) are strik-
ing in Paris and elsewhere, to demand their

“regularisation” — to have the right to stay in France
and the same rights as other workers.
On 15 April, a wave of strikes involving around

1,000 migrant workers in different workplaces erupted
in Paris. The strikers were supported by the CGT,
Solidaires, and the CNT union federations, amongst

others. Many of the strikers from the original wave of
strikes have now won regularisation. But the 15 April
strike movement has acted as a clarion call to other
sans-papiers workers in France, and given them
courage to take industrial action to win their papers,
and to overcome their fears — of deportation, of the
bosses and the law, and the sense of their own power-
lessness as sans-papiers.
Since 20 May, over 1,000 undocumented workers in

52 new workplaces have taken part in a second wave
of strikes. As before, these strikes are concentrated in

restaurants, cleaning and building. Many of the strik-
ers have occupied their place of work, a form of indus-
trial action recognised under French law.
For some time, French bosses have had limited pow-

ers to regularise their employees. But they use this as
a weapon, threatening employees with deportation or
refusal of regularisation for minor disciplinary
offences. The strikers are turning the bosses’ power
around, and striking to demand that their employers
use their powers to regularise their workers.

For Ed’s interviews with strikers — see centre pages

French undocumented
workers strike for their rights

“We are
coming
out of the
shadows”

“If we look on our situation with fear, it will be difficult to change anything, we'll be afraid to
show ourselves. But sometime or other you have to show yourself – you can’t build yourself a

life by staying in the shadows. You’ve got to come out of the shadows, despite the fear of
deportation. After all, who is it who benefits from our fear?”

Striker from Pasta Papa restaurant



First black US President?
BY SACHA ISMAIL

Barack Obama's clinching of the
Democratic presidential nomina-
tion raises a variety of issues for
socialists.

On one hand, we should not be afraid to
admit that the nomination of a blackman for
president represents a certain kind of social
progress. This is particularly the case in a
society as sodden with racism as the United
States, in which a young black man is more
likely to end up in prison than college and
where most black people were denied the
most elementary civil and political rights
only a few decades ago.
In the 1940s, the Third Camp Trotskyists in

NewYork had a default policy of supporting
black candidates put forward by bourgeois
parties in elections where there was no inde-
pendent workers' candidate standing. I'm
not convinced they were right, and today,

after the civil rights movement and decades
of a substantial black bourgeoisie, is certain-
ly different. But the spirit of militant resist-
ance to American racism that motivated
them was admirable.
At the same time, a similar argument

could have been used to justify support for
Margaret Thatcher— andwas, by some fem-
inists. In contrast even to the basically pop-
ulist presidential insurgency of Jesse Jackson
in 1984 and '88, Obama's campaign is part of
Democratic corporate mainstream, with
policies tomatch. LikeHilary Clinton, he has
little to offer working-class Americans, least
of all the millions of black workers and poor
who still face systematic discrimination and
oppression.
If this is progress, it is of a fundamentally

limited, one-dimensional kind. Obama is a
"black candidate" perfectly acceptable to one
of the two main factions, and probably a big
majority, of the US's racist ruling class.
Socialists are not indifferent to what it

would mean to have a black US president,
but we are not delusional either. The rules of
the game, of the class struggle, stay the same.
Our hope remains that a significant section

of the American workers' movement will
rally its forces to put forward a political alter-
native to the fundamentally bourgeois
choice of Obama or McCain.

S&M isn’t a crime!
BY CATH FLETCHER

Despite opposition from anti-censor-
ship campaigners, on 9 May a new

ban on “violent pornography” came
into force. This wide-ranging ban not
only criminalises photos of genuine
consensual S&M sex, but also “realis-
tic” illustrations, pictures posed by
models and computer-generated
images. The penalty for possessing
banned material is up to three years in
jail and entry on the Sex Offenders
Register.
Until the law is tested in court, no-one

will know exactly what is illegal. The def-
inition is broad: it covers actual or realis-
tic depiction of serious violence (or
threatened violence) in a sexual context.
One candidate for banning is Madonna’s
1992 book Sex, which shows an S&M
scene of Madonna tied up with a knife to
her throat. Index on Censorship estimates
that there may be 100,000 copies of Sex in
circulation in the UK. Illustrated editions
of various books by the Marquis de Sade
may also contravene the new law, while
many artists are concerned about its
impact on their work.
Although the Government has conced-

ed that it will not be against the law to
possess images of yourself and your part-
ner engaged in S&M sex, it will be illegal
to possess similar pictures of your
friends, even though what they are doing
is perfectly legal in itself.
The law was passed following a long-

running campaign by Liz Longhurst,
whose daughter Jane was killed in 2003
by a man with a history of looking at vio-
lent porn. While the particular case was
clearly distressing, repeated academic
studies have failed to find any causal
relationship between viewing pornogra-
phy and a tendency to engage in sexual
violence. In any case, given the interna-
tional nature of the internet, it seems very
unlikely that the ban will seriously
restrict the activities of people deter-
mined whatever the law says to seek out
violent imagery. It is far more likely to
affect people who enjoy consensual S&M,
who can no longer look at pictures of oth-
ers doing the same without risking prose-

cution.
This is a populist move on the part of a

Government simultaneously buying into
radical feminist ideas that all porn is sex-
ist and keen to promote its “tough on
crime” credentials against the resurgent
Tories. Central to the ban is its moralistic,
anti-sex attitude. Only imagery of vio-
lence in a sexual context is banned. Ultra-
violent films like Hostel are apparently
okay.
We shouldn’t trust the state to decide

what is or isn’t acceptable viewing, but
given that the motivation for the ban is
supposedly to prevent violent crime it
does seem illogical to ban images of
someone getting pleasure out of
masochistic sex, but not images of some-
one being tortured to death.
Worse still, the ban places the onus on

individuals, rather than on distributors of
porn, to decide what may or may not be
acceptable. There is no way of checking
which images in your collection are legal
or illegal — it is up to you to get rid of
any potentially problematic ones (even if
they were perfectly legally acquired in
the past) or take the risk of going to court.
The Backlash coalition, which led the

campaign against the new law, is now
arguing that it contravenes the Human
Rights Act, and activists’ focus is now
turning to possible legal test cases.
Backlash is a coalition of groups which
includes S&M group Unfettered, the
International Union of Sex Workers and
Feminists Against Censorship but is also
supported by some right-wing libertarian
organisations. It was due to meet on 31
May to discuss the way forward.
While it is certainly possible that the

ban — or parts of it — will eventually be
deemed to conflict with human rights
law, campaigners should be wary of rely-
ing on the courts to defend freedom of
speech. Furthermore, we need to make it
clear that while the law supposedly aims
to prevent women from the threat of vio-
lent crime, there is no concrete evidence
that it will do so — and in fact it threatens
to criminalise many more women for the
so-called “offence” of owning pictures of
kinky sex.
• More: www.backlash-uk.org.uk

Fuel Poverty
According to the Treasury at least 2.5 mil-

lion British households (around one in
ten) suffer from fuel poverty (Energywatch
puts the figure at 4million, 16%of all house-
holds). Households in fuel poverty are those
that spend more than 10% of combined
income on gas and electricity.
In February this year the Fuel Poverty

Action Group accused government of not
doing enough to meet its target of eradicat-
ing fuel poverty by 2010. In previous budg-
ets the government increased winter fuel
allowances for the elderly and took other
measures to create "good news" by specifi-
cally targeting grants and loans at economi-
cally precarious groups. Alistair Darling
told the BBC that he was putting pressure
on power companies to help "get people on
to lower tariffs, helping people to insulate
their homes".
None of this will help the millions of

workers faced with low pay and spiralling
living costs. The government now faces the
problem of combatingwide-spread and pre-
cipitous increases in the cost of fuel and
FPAG claims that New Labour is unwilling
to take action.
Since January the big power firms have

increased gas and electricity prices by
between 10% and 30%. They lay the blame
for these increases on a jump in wholesale
fuel costs, but in relative terms fuel prices
are lower than the recent high point in 2006.
At the same time, companies like British
Gas have revealed record profits.
The Economist reports that "Households

have been feeling the pinch since 2004 as a
result of rising prices, taxes and the cost of
servicing debt. The squeeze intensified in
2006 and 2007 ... Now higher oil prices are,
in effect, levying a big extra tax on con-
sumers" ('Pistol pointed at the heart', 31
May 2008).
Brown and Darling recognise that rising

fuel costs are a problem, the ameliorative
measures for the elderly and vulnerable
demonstrate this. But they are unwilling to
recognise the growing impact on the ranks
of low paid workers. Rather, they aim to
intensify the problems by holding down
wages, implementing effective pay cuts in
the public sector.
A response to fuel poverty must be com-

bined with an overall offensive by the trade
unions against low wages.

Tom Unterrainer
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Feminist Fightback activists joined the Abortion Rights protest outside Parliament
last month as MPs voted to maintain the 24 week abortion time limited. Good
news. Unfortunately some left Labour MPs voted to reduce the time limit (see

www.leftwomensnetwork.org). With the Tories set to win the next general election,
the time limit is not safe. There is a need to keep up the campaign to defend and

extend reproductive rights.• www.feministfightback.org
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Why won’t the unions
fight for a workers’ party?

NEW LABOUR

FROM BACK PAGE

In no Old Labour sense was Dunwoody on the left. She
was decidedly on the left in the Blair-Brown party. So, for

god’s sake, is Roy Hattersley, Neil Kinnock’s one time
Deputy! Faced with a by-election in which Labour’s local
working-class base has been seriously alienated from New
Labour, the Brown gang, servants of the profiteers and
revolted people with by idea of money being taken away
from very low-paid workers to give to middle income peo-
ple.
How did the Brown gang tackle the problem in Crewe

and Nantwich? The shameless little scoundrels ran a dem-
agogic campaign denouncing the Tory candidate, Timpson,
as… “a toff”!
Stooges went around the constituency dressed in “toff”

uniform, top hats, morning suits!
This mix sums up New Labour: robbing the poor and

giving to the rich and well off and then the foulest populist
demagogy!
Of course many Old Labour voters turned away in dis-

gust and many who voted New Labour will have gritted
their teeth while doing so. All the signs point to a decisive
defeat in the General Election. Some of the consequences
have been explored above.
So, why and how is New Labour the lesser evil? Only in

the sense that New Labour is unlikely to cut its own throat
by making it illegal for the unions to go on giving them
money!
But at least, so you and others will say, that keeps open

the option that the unions can “reclaim” the Labour Party.
The choice is between one gang of Thatcher’s children,

who will continue to rob you of union political money and
give nothing or next to nothing in return and the other
gang of Thatcher’s children who will stop you doing that!
Some rank-and-file trade unionists and the odd Old

Labour type who still survive in Brown’s party— like
Japanese soldiers lost in the jungle, decades after the
Second World War ended, who thought the war could still
be won! — will say that too. That is now increasingly obvi-
ous nonsense. But they can, Brother Woodley say it with
less absurdity than you and the other leftish trade union
leaders can.
You could, even now, launch a fight to kick out the

Brown gang. Very probably, if not certainly, that would
mean a split in the Labour Party, a break with the big
majority of New Labour MPs — a lot of whom won’t be
New Labour MPS after the General Election! — and a
regrouping of the trade unions who want to have a real
Labour Party in British politics. A useful model here — as
we have suggested before — might be the way the
American labour movement went about creating the
industrial unions in the 1930s. Unions that want to fight to
either reclaim the Labour Party, or begin to build replace-
ment, trade-union based party should organise themselves
as a centre to reorganise the labour movement. Within that
movement for a real Labour Party, and within a new party
socialists would of course argue and fight for better politics
than those of Old Labour — socialist politics, Marxist poli-
tics, serious working-class politics.
The unions need to act: if not the unions, no force in the

labour movement can do it. Raise the banner of revolt
against the Blair-Brown gang, Brother Woodley and then
things now scarcely thinkable will become possible.
Essentially, the mechanics, how it is done, doesn’t matter.

There are many ways the unions could act — if they want
to.
You talked big against Brown’s proposal to abolish

Labour Party conference — the logical culmination of
everything the Brown-Blair gang had done already. And
then you caved in.
You might until recently have said — “union revolt now

and disagreements in the Labour Party are the sure and
certain way to lose the next General Election.” They will
most likely lose anyway. Trade union revolt now when
there are two years before the General Election, is the only
way to stop the New Labour episode, turning into an even
bigger catastrophe than it is already.
The unions can’t look to Brown and his gang of con-

scienceless careerists to defeat the Tories. By starting the
fight against Brown and New Labour now the unions
could in the next couple of years rally the force of a politi-
cally renewed labour movement. There is still time!
We are now going further into an economic recession of

unknown scale and proportions. The prosperity on which
Brown-Blair rode is collapsing. The consequence of the
sameness of the big political parties is cynicism and mass
estrangement from politics. A trade union campaign could
reverse that. There is much combustible material in British
society — vast layers of workersnot in trade unions. There
are large areas of poverty. Large numbers of people who
felt prosperous, that they were doing well, now face house-
foreclosures and have large debts.
Remember the line from Woody Guthries’ song about

the Great Depression era bandit, “Pretty Boy Floyd”: “I’ve
seen lots of funny men/some will rob you with a six-
gun/And some with a fountain pen/…I never saw an out-
law drive a family from their home.”
Conditions are ripe for hordes of bandits with “fountain

pens” to wreak social havoc in the wake of economic
slump.
A trade union based reconstructed Labour Party could

organise a progressive political force able to rally such peo-
ple, workers and lower middle class people alike, to a cru-
sade against both tribes of Margaret Thatcher’s political
children — the New Labour and the Cameron Tory gangs.
Is it risky? Doing nothing except hoping for the best is

even more risky. The rise — less than they hoped for in the
local elections, but the rise, nonetheless — of the BNP is a
grim warning of a possible alternative.
The BNP now have a member in the Greater London

Assembly.
The politics of xenophobia and the scapegoating of

immigrants on which the BNP subsists have already been
given a tremendous boost by New Labour demagogy
against immigrant workers. It is a primed bomb that the
BNP and others may explode in slump conditions.
You need only look back at labour movement history to

understand that the inaction of yourself and your col-
leagues in face of all this is criminal dereliction of your
duty as labour movement leaders. Think of “1931”.
A right wing Labour government under Ramsay

MacDonald, in the grip of the sort of market economics
that Blair and Brown are slaves to, proposed to cut the dole
for the millions of unemployed. Why? To “balance the
state’s books”. They like Brown served the rich. The labour

movement — led by your predecessor as General Secretary
of the TGWU (now Unite), Ernest Bevin, revolted.
Bevin was no left-winger — just a responsible trade

union leader, with a real loyalty, according to his political
lights, to the working class. The Labour Party split.
MacDonald and some of his minions formed a National
Labour Party. MacDonald remained Prime Minister (until
1935) at the head of a coalition dominated by the Tory
party. The Labour Party? They were “massacred” in the
ensuing General Election—Labour’s seats were reduced to
52 in 1931 (from 287 in 1929). Catastrophe? In the short
term, yes. In the larger term, it was salvation.
Without what Bevin, Lansbury, Attlee, Nye Bevan and

the others did, the Labour Party would have been
destroyed. There would have been no 1945 victory out of
which came the welfare state.
But, you will insist: the defeat of the Tories in the next

General Election is the most important thing. Is it? Anti-
Toryism was used in the labour movement at the begin-
ning of the 20th century against those who organised the
Labour Party – as an argument for sticking with the old
Liberal Party! In almost all circumstances it is possible to
argue for one existing party as “the lesser evil”. “Lesser
evilism” is a profoundly conservative, regressive, anti-pro-
gressive doctrine.
And consider the role “anti-Toryism” played in the

labour movement over the last 25 years, the part it played
in the rise of the Blair-Brown gang and their New Labour
party. The Thatcher Tories operated a radical class-struggle
policy aiming to cripple and destroy the labour movement,
shackling the trade unions with anti-union laws undermin-
ing the NHS and the welfare state. “Smashing the Tories”
had a powerful working-class meaning then.
But, as the Tories, over 17 years carried out their count-

er-revolution against the achievements of the 1945 Labour
government something strange happened: the Labour
Party leaders in the course of “fighting the Tories” moved
slowly, inch by political inch onto Tory ground. It was a
slow incremental movement.
Even in 1987 Neil Kinnock still made radical speeches,

with some elements in them of labour movement feeling. A
decade later, by the 1997 Labour victory, the Labour Party
had become politically almost indistinguishable from the
Tories.
In the holy cause of “fighting the Tories” the Labour

Party became New Labour, which in all essentials came to
be almost indistinguishable from the Tories.
Anti-Toryism is as anti-Toryism does: and Tory policy by

any other name is … Tory policy.
You don’t need us to tell you this? No probably not: but

what do you propose to do about it? Vegetate politically in
a swathe of passive hope and delude yourself that “some-
thing will turn up”? Political activity is necessary now to
make anything good “turn up” for the labour movement!
You are daunted by the prospect of having to tear down

New Labour and build again? It is indeed a daunting task.
The alternatives are far, far worse — the continuation of
New Labour and a Tory victory with the possible conse-
quences outlined above.
We are now passing through the 40th anniversary of the

General Strike in France. Recall what happened there.
After years of passivity and setback workers, following the
example of students who stood up to the police on 9-10
May, seized the factories.
Tremendous discontent existed in French society. That’s

what exploded so unexepectedly. A social revolution was
possible, but, with the Stalinist and reformist socialist led
working-class movement, that proved impossible. Very big
wage concessions were won and other reforms.
In France 40 years ago the students dared to make a

stand and fight. The workers were inspired to do the same.
Great things are possible in Britain if we — the labour

movement, including those of its leaders who remain loyal
to our class — dare to fight.
But the time for seizing the time is short. Brother

Woodley, dare to fight!

SEAN MATGAMNA

Crewe and Nantwich: New Labour, the party of the
rich, play-acting at being toffs!
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The RCN is totally out of step in recom-
mending acceptance of the deal because it
contains particular benefits to their mem-
bers. Given that the RCN have never taken
industrial action their acceptance would
not be fatal to a broader campaign of
action. But if UNISON also agree to accept
it’s likely the smaller unions may not feel
confident enough to act on their mandates
for action.
The task for UNISON members will be

to take a vote to reject and turn it into a pos-
itive national campaign for action on the
industrial ballot that will follow. That will
mean organising with local branches of the
other unions to get the best strategy to
deliver effective industrial action that hits
the bosses not the patients.

Mike Fenwick

Local Government: 850,000 Unison mem-
bers in local government are now balloting
on action over pay. There was a clear call to
reject the 2.45% offer in a previous consul-
tative ballot and the leadership are now
asking for two days of strike action in pur-
suit of a deal above inflation.
A positive vote and a large turnout is

needed to guarantee successful action.
Local branches will have to take the lead
on this and on building workplace stike
committees that can deliver. Other local
government unions and civil servants tak-
ing coordinated action means that a bigger
strike day than 24 March is still possible.
WL supporters in UNISON have pro-

duced a bulletin on Local Government pay
issues: councilworker solidarity now avail-
able at www.workersliberty.org

• Probation: Probation workers have voted
overwhelmingly against an attack on their
pay structure — Unison members voted
93% against and Napo membrs 96%
against.
Pay scaleswere negotiated in 2005 as part

of a three year deal. In the 2008 pay negoti-
ations the employers refused to honour the
pay scales, stating that any increments
would form part of this year’s pay agree-
ment. This amounts to a pay cut for some
workers and a serious attack on the nation-
al pay structure and the trade unions. This
“yes” vote will be used by the negotiators
to strengthen their hand. A formal strike
ballot must be the next step. A vigorous
joint campaign by Napo and Unison could
return a strong vote for action on a good
turnout.
The employers have rejected the unions’

5% pay claim but not yet made any offer! A
serious pay campaign is urgently needed to
resist the attack on increments and to reject
what is likely to be a below inflation pay
offer.

A probation service worker

•Bolton teachers: In the first strike of its
kind NUT members at Withins School in
Bolton took action in opposition to plans to
turn the school into an academy. Previous

attempts to take action over academies
have been thwarted because no legal provi-
sion exists to strike specifically against
academies — such actions are regarded as
“political” rather than “industrial” dis-
putes. The successful ballot and subse-
quent actions at Withins are in opposition
to a “change of employer”.
This action is significant across the entire

public sector. So far, many anti-privatisa-
tion campaigns have lacked a strategy to
employ union muscle, concentrating on
lobbying, leafleting and protest meetings.
Whilst these are important elements to any
campaign, they have only been effective in
stopping one or two academies.
NUT Divisions and Associations should

take up this example and put the unions
full weight into stopping the privatisation
drive.
More: avewithins.exofire.net.

• Fremantle: care workers in Barnet have
voted by 95.9% to three days strike action,
resuming their dispute over pay and condi-
tions. This reflects the anger of workers
having to take on up to 60 hours a week or
second and third jobs to make ends meet
— with some facing the bailiffs — as a
result of the pay cut imposed inApril 2007.
The union branch has had to deal with

management bullying and victimisation of
key activists and other attempts to under-
mine the union, such as management
attempting to conduct their own ballot of
workers! The London Region of Unison
has also acted to undermine the impressive
work of the branch.
The solidarity shown last year must be

renewed. The newly re-formed Barnet
Trades Council will play hopefully play an
important role in this. For more see
http://barnetunison.blogspot.com/

• Civil Service: PCS conference (held last
month) can be summed up by saying that a
decision was made on national/public sec-
tor pay. An attempt to rule out selective
action — almost as a point of principle —
was defeated but the union leadership has
signalled a major retreat on fighting job
losses.
Conference voted heavily in favour of an

emergency motion from the National
Executive which now mandates the union
to ask the Treasury for sufficient funds to
ensure all members in the civil service and
associated public bodies get a rise worth at
least the rate of inflation as measured by
RPI; that all civil service bargaining units
must reject sub inflation offers this year;
that the union will ballot its civil service
and associated public bodies members on
industrial action if the Treasury fail to pro-
vide the money.
The motion mandates PCS to work with

other public sector unions in fighting
against the public sector pay squeeze.
Asking the Treasury for more money is

called a remit demand (remit being the
name the civil service gives to pay budget

increases or changes). In 2004, Socialist
Caucus supporters (now in the
Independent Left, IL) put a motion to con-
ference calling for a remit demand to the
Treasury and then industrial action if this
demand was refused. Although over-
whelmingly passed at conference it was
never actioned. In 2006 the NEC asked the
conference to reject (which they did) a
remit demand and strike; now in 2008 we
are going for a remit demand and strike.
Theworld of PCSkeeps going round in cir-
cles.
The Socialist Party put up an emergency

motion; one term ofwhichwould be to ban
PCS from using selective action. The rea-
son for this strange move is that the use of
selective action, as just one tactic amongst
many, is viewed as an IL idea; an idea that
is gaining in popularity. In the fevered
small world of the union that makes it a
bad idea that had to be stopped. Delegates
by a large majority rejected this move.
The union signalled its retreat on jobs by

the hyper spin and importance it is placing
on a new agreement called the Job
Protocol. This agreement negotiated with
the Cabinet Office sets out procedures for
handling surplus staff. It is not legally
binding and it does not guarantee that
there will be no compulsory redundancies
(which has been PCS's demand). Members
are to balloted on it, even though it has
been in operation since the 1 April.
Although the union leadership is saying

that the jobs campaign will continue there
are no plans for such a campaign; no mate-
rial for such a campaign is being produced
and members are not being balloted on
jobs alongside the remit demand. The lat-
ter is a clear signal to the Government that
the job fight is over. Indeed some of the
simpler but more honest souls in Left
Unity (the ruling group on the National
Executive) say pensions sorted, jobs sorted
and now to get pay sorted. Of course the
Government haven’t finishedwith the jobs
fight; neither should we.

A PCS member

• TEACHERS: The Executive of the
National Union of Teachers on 29May con-
sidered alternative timetables for a ballot
for discontinuous strike action to continue
the pay campaign. The recommendation
discussedwas a ballot for the Autumn. The
earliest date based on that timetable would
be 12 November.
An amendment (objection) to that rec-

ommendation deleted autumn and
replaced it with summer. A paper prepared
for the Executive included a possible sum-
mer timetable which would allow action to
start at the same time as a possible Unison
local government strike on the same issue
which would involve thousands of school
support staff. The amendment was moved
by Nick Grant of the SWP and I seconded
it. It was defeated by 28 votes to nine with
four abstentions.
The recommendations passed included

a lobby of Parliament on 9 June, lobbying
ofMPS surgeries, advice to support Unison
members in school if they do strike and a
branch secretaries meeting on 17 June to
consult on the next steps, including the
action timetable.
But an opportunity to take action in a co-

ordinated way with other public sector
unions and build quickly on 24 April has
beenmissed. However, that the game is not
up. The Socialist Party are talking about
naming those on the left who voted against
in the name of holding them to account etc.
My view is that is a bit of a sideshow —
part of the SP’s attempt to promote their
own factional initiative and prepare for a
likely GS election candidature.
In the Executive debate quite a lot of left-

wingers had fairly serious arguments for
their position. Members who attended
branch meetings (i.e. the more active) had
in some cases more or less mandated their
reps not to call further action this term. In
other cases it wasn’t as clear as that but
there wasn’t clear support for action either.
If I am honest I am not sure I could claim to
be representing the views of the union
branches I represent on the Executive in
the way I argued and voted. And that is
based on having been to discussions with
them since 24 April.
There was a disbelief that Unison were

serious about striking in July. That was
based on assessments made by left-
wingers in Unison and the fact that
Christine Blower was unsucessful in
arranging a discussion/meeting with
Prentis to find out how serious he was.
Unison have also, apparently, changed the
planned date of the strike to 15 July. This is
either after schools close or in the last week
of term. These were the arguments against
striking.
These arguments are wrong for a num-

ber of reasons. They also lack a sense of
one union changing the conditions overall
by its actions. We moved our objection
after a protracted but fairly comradely
debate within the left caucus where all
these arguments were put. They are not,
however, self-evidently and obviously
wrong. These people need to be convinced
— not only by argument but by the mobil-
isation of membership opinion. They
won’t be persuaded by exposure politics of
the SP-type.

Patrick Murphy, NUT Executive (p.c.)

• Health Pay Ballots: NHS workers in the
GMB and Royal College of Midwives
(RCM) have rejected a three year pay deal
with a near unanimous vote. 96% of the
GMB members responded and 99.7% for
the RCM said no. Both unions gave a clear
lead to members, arguing for rejection, and
consequently got high turnouts in their
ballots.
UNISON’s ballot of its health members

is due to close on 6 June. There is no recom-
mendation either way from the leadership
so campaigning seems to be limited to
individual branches who have decided to
reject the deal. In other areas the only cam-
paign materials will be prepared by the
full time officers which come close to call-
ing for acceptance as the “best deal possi-
ble”.

ROUND UP

BY CAMILA BASSI

The boycott issue in the lecturer’s
union, UCU can be seen are composed

of two dominant sides, both of which are
highly problematic: on the one, the UCU
Left and its SWP core that implicitly
pushes forth a boycott agenda; on the
other, the anti-boycott lobby Engage that
has been vigorously pursuing a legal
campaign to clampdown on any political
discussion on the matter.
Our intervention and contribution was

and remains critical. We are democrats
who condemn the reliance on a bourgeois
agency to stop discussion about pertinent
international issues in the union. We are
democrats who believe in a just and fair

two nations, two states solution to the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and who con-
demn those on the left who refuse to recog-
nise Israel as a nation-state. No peace in the
Middle East is possible without an alliance
between Palestinian and Israeli workers
against both their ruling classes.
An academic boycott of Israel — which

singles out Israeli workers for some kind of
political litmus test not expected of any
other group of workers internationally —
is politically detrimental to the Palestinian
plight.
The motion passed at UCU Congress last

month suggests that no criticism of Israel is
anti-semitic, notes the apparent complicity
of Israeli academia in the repression of the

Palestinians, and encourages individual
academics in this country to re-consider
their ties with their counterparts in Israel.
This serves to benefit the right-wing in
Israel, to reduce the long-term prospects of
resolution to the conflict and to fuel a rise
of effective left anti-semitism.
Like last year, a significant layer of dele-

gates voted for the motion with reservation
but also with a desire to “just do some-
thing”. This makes the class-based alterna-
tive that we pose to a boycott all the more
critical. AWL comrades in UCU are com-
mitted to a campaign of “Links Not
Boycotts” — to practical solidarity work
that forges links with the labour move-
ments in both Palestine and Israel. Join us!

ACADEMIC BOYCOTT

Solidarity not boycott!

AWL WORKPLACE

BULLETINS
• OFF THE RAILS

• COUNCIL WORKER

SOLIDARITY

• TUBEWORKER

• CLASSROOM

SOLIDARITY

• HEALTH WORKER
See tinyurl.com/5fk8lv
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WORKERS’ GOVERNMENT

OLD AGE

BY SIMON GARNER

Governments of advanced capital-
ist economies are coming to
terms with a significant growth
in the number of people living

longer, which, combined with low birth
rates adds to ageing populations. The poor-
est andmost vulnerable are at greatest risk.
In May this year the government

announced a root and branch review of
how social care for older people is funded.
The demand for social care support — help
with dressing, washing, eating and shop-
ping — is set to increase significantly over
the next decades as the “baby boomer” gen-
eration moves into old age. Over the next
20 years the number of people, aged over
85 in England will double and nearly two
million more people will need social care
support. The cost of that support will rise
from £12.7 billion in 2007 to £24.1billion in
2026 and £40.9 billion on 2041.
None of the options being championed as

solutions to the “demographic time bomb”
by various think tanks and economists
include free social care provision funded by
taxation. Instead there will be a greater per-
sonal and family responsibility for provid-
ing funding for old age, with a system of
social insurance where individuals are
obliged to insure themselves against the
risks of contracting dementia and other
conditions, with the state supporting only
those who could not afford the premiums.
The record of New Labour in providing

care and support for older people is at best
a mixed one. Brown and Blair have made
education and employment and NHS fund-
ing priorities for government. However,
investment in social care has lagged behind
other health funding, especially hospital-
based treatment.
The result is, that despite the growth in

the older population, the actual number of

households receiving social care services
has declined: from 529,000 in 1991, to
387,000 in 2001, to 346,000 in 2007. In short
it is very difficult to get social care support,
with three-quarters of English local author-
ities limiting care to people with “substan-
tial or critical needs.”
Increasingly family members, friends

neighbours and charities have to provide
support — around 65% of care is provided
unpaid by carers. Studies show that the
support older people value most — help
with cleaning, gardening, and shopping —
are in short supply and are often beyond
the reach of the poorest pensioners. And of
course the social care sector is now largely
privatised with high staff turnover and a
poor record on training.
In broader terms New Labour has failed

to tackle poverty and exclusion faced by
millions of pensioners.
Despite the introduction of winter fuel

payments, free local bus transport and
Pension Credit 1.8 million, or 17% of, pen-
sioners live in poverty, of which nearly two-
thirds are women. The complex and intru-
sive method of claiming benefits means
that one third of Pension Credit goes
unclaimed.
Significant investment in the NHS by

New Labour has meant that access to many
treatments has increased and improved.
However, investment in community servic-
es have been under funded, so that around
one quarter of people over 65 living in the
community have symptoms of depression,
with up to 60% of older people in hospital
having mental health problems or develop-
ing them during their stay.
Around 40% of older people are mal-

nourished when admitted to hospital and
60% in hospital are at risk of becoming mal-
nourished while they are there.
Although life expectancy continues to

rise, inequalities experienced throughout

life continue into old age. For example
someone living in Liverpool, will, at 65 on
average, live seven years less than their
counterpart in Kensington and Chelsea.
Workers as well as governments have to

come to terms with the effects and implica-
tions of ageing populations. Recent strike
action in France and Germany, by public
sector unions is the clearest sign of workers
defending pension provision. The nature of
pension provision in the UK, along with a
lack of clear leadership by key unions, has
meant a low level of activity, and awareness
of these issues, particularly among younger
workers, who will have to work well into
their late 60s before they can claim state
pension.
So old age is an emerging battleground

for class struggle: layers of non-unionised,
casual and low paid workers face exclusion
from the benefits enjoyed by higher paid
workers who pay into well funded
schemes, whilst the activity of the rich,

increasingly through the ownership of
property, and inheritance, will stimulate
new and wider inequalities.
The left should bring forward plans and

proposals including:
• Increases in pensions and an end to

means-testing to end pensioner poverty;
• Investment in health and social care

services to meet the needs of all older peo-
ple who require support and care;
• An end to the privatisation of services;
• Targeted investment to improve the

quality-of-life of older people who live in
the most disadvantaged communities;
• An end to attacks on pension funds,

and a move back to state-funded, rather
than private systems.
The left has only started to assess the

impact of ageing societies on its theory and
practice, and a broader discussion needs to
take place about the types of movements
and policies needed to defend the interests
of the poor and excluded.

Only the poor live too long

BY MARTIN THOMAS

According to the Daily Mail, “the
GMB trade union has already
taken the extraordinary step of
discussing at its last executive

council meeting whether its two represen-
tatives on Labour's ruling National
Executive Committee (NEC) should be
indemnified against financial loss in the
event Labour goes bankrupt”.
David Pitt-Watson, a City financier

whom Labour's Executive appointed as the
party's new general secretary after
immense pressure for the decision was
applied by Gordon Brown, has already
refused the appointment after looking at
Labour's accounts and saying that he is
worried that he might be made personally
responsible, as general secretary, if there are
financial-bankruptcy proceedings.
It is scarcely imaginable that things will

get to that point. The political damage for
Gordon Brown and his friends would be
huge, and just to keep some minimal party
machinery ticking over would not cost a
vast amount.
Yet Electoral Commission figures show

Labour's debt at £17.8 million, more than
the Tories, Lib-Dems, and the big national-
ist parties put together. Regular expendi-
ture is much more than regular income.
The donations from wealthy individuals

on which New Labour thrived in the early
years of Blairism have dried up. The rich
have not decided that New Labour policies
do not suit them; but now the Tories offer
very similar policies, and look as if they
will win the next general election. The
repeated scandals about loans and dona-
tions to Labour are enough to put donors
off.
Back in 1997, top New Labour figures

talked of changing the system so that big
political parties would get most of their
money from the taxpayer rather than from
their own members and supporters. It
would have been a huge further step in
transforming mainstream politics into a
world of its own, carried out by salaried
careerists with no need for active involve-
ment by people outside the career-politics
world other than an occasional ballot paper.
The idea was congenial to New Labour,

but tricky to push through. A Government
“white paper” is due soon on the issue of
political party funding, but it will be harder
than ever for New Labour to push through
drastic changes if they appear for all to see
as moves to get the taxpayer to clear the
huge debts incurred by Labour for its 2005
general election campaign.
In the meantime, New Labour is back to

Old Labour in the sense that once again it
depends on the unions for the bulk of its
money.

Union leaders are indicating that they
will use this situation to resist uncongenial
changes in the law on political party fund-
ing and to twist the Government's arms on
some issues. Paul Kenny, general secretary
of the GMB, said in April: “There is no way
we are going to concede the right to allocate
their cash to Gordon Brown and the party
headquarters when not all our members
support everything that the government is
doing. Not all our members support the
Labour party and they would not stand for
their money being used in this way. They
would want us to disaffiliate if the govern-
ment insists on doing this.”
There has to be a good chance that Kenny

and his friends can extract a few conces-
sions, perhaps on issues like rights for
agency workers. But the situation is also
radically different from the sort of trade-
union political leverage that there used to
be in Old Labour.
In Old Labour, the Labour leadership

was put under pressure not only, and not
even mainly, by behind-the-scenes hag-
gling by union leaders using finance as
leverage. There was a more or less open
process by which trade unions discussed
political issues, formulated policies, and
had decisive voting power at annual
Labour Party conference.
After many years of it being moribund,

Gordon Brown has more or less killed off

Labour Party conference by pushing
through, last year, a ban that unions or local
Labour Parties submitting political motions
for debate at the “conference”.
Horse-trading behind the scenes is no

substitute for even the rather wretched
form of working-class political democracy
which the old Labour Party conference rep-
resented. And the industrial record of the
major union leaders leaves no room for
confidence that they ever will be much
good as horse-traders.
The working class does indeed need a

party whose life-force — both as regards
activism and as regards finance — comes
directly from the working class, and one
which is accountable to the working class
through a process of democratic discussion.
The creation of such a party, which now

can happen only through open war against
the New Labour apparatus, would greatly
increase the real substance of political
democracy in Britain, by greatly increasing
the range of real choices open to voters.
And it is the only way by which we can

escape the deadly round of one govern-
ment after another fully committed to the
priority of profit, and get ourselves a work-
ers' government, a government accountable
to the working-class majority and carrying
out policies in the interests of the working
class.

Back to Old Labour? No

Picking up fruit discarded at New Covent Market, London



Opposing Heathrow expansion

Activist attacked by
far-right thugs
Asupporter of Education Not for Sale in

Huddersfield was attacked by the far
right on Friday morning on her way to work.
The comrade has been campaigning to no-
platform the BNP at her campus and has
obviously been targeted. They knew her
name and route towork.
We need to make it clear to the far right

that the comrade is not isolated. They cannot
get away with targeting people who stand
up to them. Publicise this in union branches,
student organisations and anti-fascist
groups.
This attack must receive the widest expo-

sure we can give it. Messages of solidarity
have started coming in. Send them to
education.not.for.sale@gmail.com

KIRKLEES UNITY STATEMENT:

OnFridaymorning a young female student
was attacked on herway towork by three

armed members of the far right. They pulled
her to the ground, kicked her repeatedly in the
ribs and slashed at her head with a knife.
Whilst attacking her they called her “A Dirty
red” and “Filthy lesbo”, the latter being a refer-
ence to the victims sexuality.
She suffered a fractured rib and severe

bruising, but given the severity of the assault
the injuries could have been far worse.
The attackers singled out this student

because she campaigns on her campus to
drive out the BNP. The victim is also a mem-
ber of Unison and the NUS.
They knew her name and route to work,

and deliberately targeted her to intimidate
her and others campaigning against the far
right.
The incident has been reported to West

Yorkshire Police and they are currently
investigating the attack.
The victim may be available for comment

but will require anonymity in the media for
fear of reprisal.
For further information regarding this

press release you can contact Kirklees Unity
at the following email address.
kirkleesunity@yahoo.co.uk

A STATEMENT FROM THE COMRADE

OnFriday 31st May, while going to work I
was approached by two “skinheads”, and

after confirmingmy identity they proceeded to
attack me. While calling me names such as a
‘Dirty Red’, ‘Lesbo’ and ‘Britain Hater’
(amongst other things) they draggedme to the
floor and repeatedly kicked me in the ribs.
They also used a knife to slash at my head and
cut offmyhair.Not onlydid I suffer a fractured
rib and extensive bruising but also ended up
having significantly less hair.
This attack could have been much more

severe especially as the attackers were
armed with knives but it goes to prove that
those who say people are not attacked in the
street by fascists are ignoring the facts.
Last Fridays attack seems to have fol-

lowed work I have been carrying out for a
number of months. This has involved cam-
paigning actively against the BNP and other
fascists. As president of my local FE College,
I have been attempting to no-platform fas-
cists from campus. However this has come
up against a lot of opposition and many
attempts to put a vote of no-confidence in
me. These in particular have been led by a
Staff Student Liaison Officer (the HE SU
equivalent of a General Manager).
Even though on a national level the BNP

gained seats, locallywithin Kirklees they lost
one of their seats in Heckmondwike, and
gained no others (however it must be noted
that they had many close seconds), having
stood candidates in all but three of Kirklees
Wards. There is still much anti–fascist work
to do in Huddersfield and Kirklees, most
importantly making the working class
realise that a vote for the BNP is not a vote
for their interests.
A BNP counciler has recently spoken out

against the attack daring to call it a hoax. My
reply is that the facts and the evidence speak
for themselves.
The far right seem to think that it is per-

fectly acceptable to use violence as a form of
intimidation, however it has done the com-
pletely opposite. I intend to campaign
stronger and harder than ever before.

BY SOFIE BUCKLAND, NUS
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE (PC)

Despite theexamseason, about 75activists
attended "Reclaim the Campus", a con-

ference sponsored by EducationNot for Sale
on 17 May. There were workshops on mar-
ketisation, NUS democracy and fighting cli-
mate change, but the event was dominated
bymotionsdebate and the electionof anENS
committee.
The conference rejected a proposal from

Workers Power to change the name, and an
attempt by the CPGB to have a "Marxist pro-
gramme" adopted. It endorsed a new state-
ment that sharpens up ENS's politics, while
leaving space for cooperation between
activists with a variety of left and anti-capi-
talist views. It also voted to campaign for a
rank-and-file movement uniting the activist
left with those student unions that want to
fight; support the protest against the BNP's
Red, White and Blue "festival" this August;
and work with student Stop the War groups
to oppose the threat of war on Iran.
The new ENS steering committee includes

activists from a variety of institutions and
political standpoints. The first open commit-
tee meeting wil be on 8 June (12-6pm,
London School of Economics). This meeting
will set priorities for the year, focussing on
plans for fighting the lifting of the 'cap' on
fees and demanding free education. For
more information, email me at volsun-
ga@gmail.com or see www.free-educa-
tion.org.uk

SHEFFIELD UNI: ROUND ONE TO US

The last issue of Solidarity reported the
witch-hunt by Sheffield University's stu-

dent union bureaucracy against NUS dele-
gates who stuck by their manifesto pledges
to vote against the Governance Review.
Stung by the defeat of the Review, the

Sheffield sabbaticals had wanted to disqual-
ify these activists from all future elections, in
effect suspending them from the union.
Following a campaign initiated byAWLand
ENS members at Sheffield Uni and Sheffield
College, there was widespread outrage both

in the SU itself and among activists national-
ly — and the kangaroo court set up by to try
the delegates limited its punishment to one
year's disqualification fromNUS conference.
We’re confident this will be overturned

next year. Meanwhile, comrades are plan-
ning to use the momentum gained to strug-
gle for real democracy in their union.
More: free-education.org.uk/?p=523

TOO FOREIGN FOR NUS

NUSVice-PresidentWelfareAmaUzowuru
recently reported on her official blog that

another full-time member of the NUS execu-
tive had told her that her name was “too for-
eign to bemainstream”, and so shouldnot fea-
ture on promotional materials for the NUS
Extra Card. Shewas then told by other officers,
including President-elect Wes Streeting, not to
rock the boat bymaking a fuss.
Cheap, politically correct anti-racism is

very popular in NUS, but the union's actual
record on fighting racism (or anything) is
appalling. Pages of platitudes passed at
NUS conferences don't make a real cam-
paign. NUS has failed to even acknowledge
the arrests at NottinghamUniversity and the
deportation of Hicham Yezza (see p14), and
attempts to get support for the campaign
have been ignored. More: free-educa-
tion.org.uk/?p=531

ITALIAN ANTI-FASCIST SOLIDARITY

In the same week that fascists attacked an
ENS supporter, our Italian comrades have

also been battling the far right. On 26May, stu-
dents at Rome's La Sapienza university occu-
pied to stop Roberto Fiore, leader of the fascist
group ForzaNuova from speaking.
The day after the occupation, Fuorza

Nuova thugs attacked student members of
Sinistra Critica, the Italian section of the
USFI, with knives and bars. One member
was seriously wounded and is in hospital.
In the context of a resurgent far right, also

including attacks on Roma people in Italy,
the Italian comrades urgently need solidari-
ty! Please send messages of support to sinis-
tracritica.stampa@gmail.com

ENVIRONMENT

ANTI-FASCISM

ACTIVISM
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Education Not for
Sale relaunched

STUDENT MOVEMENT

BY ROBIN SIVAPALAN

Over three thousand peo-
ple opposed to Heathrow
expansion marched on
Saturday 31 May from

Hatton Cross to Sipson, the village
which would be destroyed were a
third runway to be built. We were
spared the travesty of Boris
Johnson leading the march, though
some near the front endured a
dreary let ter of solidari ty from
Archbishop Rowan Williams, who
also couldn’t attend.
The demo, organised by a coalition of

local and environmental campaigns, was
smaller than expected, despite a rain free
day. This was apparent when we were
shepherded into a field for the planned

aerial coverage — and could only really
form the outline of the word “No”. It was
nonetheless an upbeat and colourful
demo, well supported locally.
There was a small labour movement

presence, with RMT flags sourced by a
Workers’ Climate Action activist. This
despite opposition on branch and nation-
al level in some unions. A leaflet from the
WCA network was distributed making
the case for a workers-led ‘just transition’
for the aviation industry. Workers’
Liberty leaflets made the socialist case
against expansion, on the basis of interna-
tional workers’ solidarity against climate
change. Climate camp activists were there
in force. They are planning a conference
in Heathrow in July to secure a broad
mandate for direct action to stop con-
struction should the contract go ahead.
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INTERNATIONAL

BY COLIN FOSTER

On 2 June, Hassan Juma’a, presi-
dent of the Iraqi Federation of
Oil Unions (IFOU), made an
appeal for support to the world

labour movement.
“The Iraqi Oil Minister, Hussein Al-

Shahristani, has ordered the transfer of
eight Oil Union activists. They used to
work at the oil refineries in the south. This
act reflects the minister’s anti-union poli-
cy, and lack of respect for unions and
union activists in the oil sector...
“This act is clear evidence that the Iraqi

state seeks to liquidate trade unions in
this important Iraqi economic sector, oil. It
is important to note that the south is the
main source of oil in Iraq. The oil sector
there employs more than 39,000 workers.
“The Iraqi state has no intention of

allowing an oil trade union in that sector
because it represents a threat to its author-
ity. We call upon you from all parts of the
world to stand with us, for the sake of
labor and workers interests”.
According to Ben Lando of Iraq Oil

Report, Shahristani’s orders are part of a
bigger plan by the Baghdad government
to get a closer grip on the Basra oil indus-
try.
“The Basra provincial council [has]

protested against the central govern-
ment’s decision to remove the head of the
Southern Oil Company. The initiative was
headed by Fadila, an Iraqi Shia Islamist
party [strong in Basra, hostile to the
Baghdad government, and with some
influence in IFOU].
“The removal of [the top manager] is

likely part of an across the board firing of
the Basra workforce in the oil and gas and
transportation sectors. [There are] reports
that any worker with more than 25 years
of service will be fired... As Iraq’s most
experienced and knowledgeable workers
are fired, Iraq is signing deals with inter-
national companies to do a number of
service projects...
“It’s also likely the workers brought in

to replace those who are fired will be
members of the Dawa Party and Islamic
Supreme Council of Iraq [the main Shia-
Islamist parties in the Baghdad govern-
ment], thus shoring up control and num-
bers before provincial elections are held
[in October]”.
The even bigger plan is for the Baghdad

government to “harden” the Iraqi army
and flex its muscles. That started in March
with an Iraqi army attack, backed by US
and British forces, on alleged strongholds
in Basra of Muqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi

Army movement.
The public rationale for the attack, that

it was an attempt to suppress “militias”,
was hypocritical, since members of the
ISCI militia, the Badr Army, were more or
less openly recruited into the Iraqi army
to replace large numbers of soldiers who
deserted rather than join the attack. It
ended in a stand-off - negotiated in Iran,
under Iranian government auspices -
which seemed to amount to a political vic-
tory for Muqtada al-Sadr.
The Baghdad government and the USA

followed up with an attack on Muqtada’s
stronghold, the huge Sadr City area of
Baghdad, in April. But that too ended in a
stand-off, negotiated on 11 May.
Around the same time the Baghdad

government announced an offensive
against Sunni-sectarian militia domina-
tion of Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city,
north of Baghdad. According to US aca-
demic Juan Cole, “[prime minister] Al-
Maliki’s campaign resulted in no major
battles”. The Sunni sectarians demon-
strated their continued vitality on 2 June
when they used a car bomb to attack the
provincial police HQ, killing 9 and
wounding at least 46.
Underlying all these skirmishes is prob-

ably a drive by the USA to try to “cash in”
on the limited military successes since
August 2007 of the US troop “surge” in
order to get some political consolidation
(absent so far), and to boost the Baghdad
government in the run-up to the provin-
cial elections and decisions on a deal to
replace the UN authorisation for US
troops in Iraq, due to expire on 31
December, with an Iraqi government
authorisation.

According to the Arabic-language
newspaper Al Hayat, as translated by Juan
Cole, the US wants the deal to give US
troops complete freedom of movement in
the country and authorisation to domi-
nate Iraqi air space up to 29,000 feet; to
arrest and detain any Iraqi whom the US
believes represents a threat; to launch mil-
itary operations to chase alleged terrorists
without seeking Iraqi government per-
mission; and to have immunity from pros-
ecution in Iraqi courts for American
troops, contractors and corporations in
Iraq.
The USA offers no undertaking that it

will defend Iraq from any outside attack
unless it is convinced about the nature of
that attack, and no promise to defend
democratic institutions in Iraq.
Even groups like ISCI, who were work-

ing with the US well before the 2003 inva-
sion, and assuredly want US troops to
remain into 2009 in order to protect the
Baghdad government within which ISCI
has ministries, are protesting about these
terms. Muqtada al-Sadr’s movement
organised a big demonstration against the
draft deal on Friday 30 May, though al-
Sadr carefully defines his aim as “a
timetable” for US withdrawal rather than
an immediate pull-out.
Socialists should oppose the draft deal.

At the same time wemust be clear that the
aim is to help the Iraqi labour movement
promote democratic self-determination
against both the US troops and the sectar-
ian militias, not to tip Iraq into the hands
of those militias.
A recent paper by Reidar Vissar, an

expert on the Shia movements in Iraq,
gives a sobering picture of the Sadrist and

kindred movements, the detail all the
more telling because Vissar’s main argu-
ment is that the Sadrists are more prag-
matic than they seem and that the USA
should try to do deals with them.
“One of the hallmarks of the Sadrist

movement, as it emerged [historically]
was a high degree of social conser-
vatism... This included a special focus on
Islamic social codes, such as wearing the
hijab and abstaining from alcohol... [They]
went further than many others in pre-
scribing Islamic morality for the entire
Iraqi community [insisting for example
that] Jews and Christians should also
wear the hijab... Gypsies — a minuscule
minority in Iraq — were singled out for
admonishment by Sadr and his represen-
tatives.
“Another important Sadrist characteris-

tic was a strong focus on Iraq and Iraqi
nationalism”.
Fadila, a splinter from the same Sadrist

root as Muqtada’s movement, may be the
least sectarian of the various clerical-
fascistic groups in Iraq. Both Fadila and
Muqtada’s movement are enlightened
and reasonable compared to the Sunni-
sectarian militias.
Yet Viisar reports: “[Fadila leader]

Yaqubi’s rhetoric at times can come across
as stern in its adherence to conservative
values, and sectarian in its focus on the
Shiites as a community...
“Yaqubi has emphasised the impor-

tance of reconciling the concept of clerical
rule with Iraqi nationalism”, but this
means only that “any system of clerical
rule in Iraq would have its capital in Iraq
itself, not in Iran”.
According to Yaqubi, “Iraq will be the

capital of the State of the Mahdi” — the
“lost” Twelfth Imam from the ninth centu-
ry, whose return to rule the world is
expected by Shia enthusiasts in the same
sort of way as Jehovah’s Witnesses look
forward to the Second Coming of Christ.
The Fadila leader also asserts that “the
international Zionist conspiracy has as
one of its aims to prevent the Christians of
the West to join the movement of the
promised Mahdi.”
A senior figure in Muqtada’s movement

has also outlined a constitutional draft for
Iraq that features a veto-wielding body of
clerics on top. Shia clerics, of course.
Apart from anything else, a call for Shia
clerical rule in Iraq cannot but be deeply
sectarian in a country with a very large
Sunni minority.

Defend the Iraqi oil union!
IRAQ

BY DAVID BRODER

25,000 dockers at all 29 ports across theWest Coast of the USA staged an 8-
hour strike on 1 May calling for an imme-
diate end to the occupation of Iraq. The
action was not only supported by signifi-
cant demonstrations in the USA but also
by a solidarity strike staged by Iraqi port
workers in UmmQasr and Khor Alzubair.
When the International Longshore and

Warehouse Union (ILWU) called the strike
in February it was widely reported that it
was a mere demonstration, and that the
union had one day at its disposal each
month for its own purposes. In fact the
Pacific Maritime Association tried to use

the courts to stop the strike, while trucks
and port traffic (10,000 cargo containers are
unloaded per shift) were brought to an
absolute standstill for the whole shift. The
dockers have a powerful union and are in a
strong position to defy management.
Of course, we should not give carte

blanche credit to the politics of the ILWU
leadership. In a typical move to channel
working-class radicalism into bourgeois
politicking, the union is supporting mil-
lionaire lawyer Barack Obama in the
upcoming election. And at the strike rally
on 1 May the ILWU President McEllrath
stressed his American patriotism, “Big for-
eign corporations that control global ship-
ping aren’t loyal or accountable to any

country. For them it’s all about making
money. But longshore workers are differ-
ent. We’re loyal to America, and we won’t
stand by while our country, our troops and
our economy are destroyed by a war that’s
bankrupting us to the tune of three trillion
dollars” in a speech full of the same “Bring
our boys home” effluent spouted by the
SWP-led Stop the War Coalition in the UK.
But the Iraqi dockers took heart from the

strike, and staged their own action to
demand the withdrawal of troops in an
excellent display of international working-
class solidarity. Indeed, on 1 May the Iraqi
Federation of Oil Unions and the
Federation of Workers’ Councils and
Unions and Iraq published a joint May Day

address calling for the immediate with-
drawal of troops, new laws guaranteeing
workers’ right to organise and an end to
IMF diktats. Similarly, the FWCUI-affiliat-
ed General Union of Port Workers in Iraq
wrote a letter to the American ILWU wel-
coming their strike, exalting the principle
of working class unity and denouncing
both the sectarian gangs and the occupying
troops.
The strike shows the possibility of inter-

national working-class action against the
imperialist occupation of Iraq and offers an
important glimmer of hope for the build-
ing of a “third camp” independent of both
the US-UK armies and the Islamist militias.

US dockers strike against occupation

Iraqi oil workers rally near the Oil Ministry in Baghdad last year



Ed Maltby spoke to migrant workers on
strike in Paris. The workers are from four
occupied chain restaurants Quick and
Bistrot Romain on the Champs Elysée,
Chez Papa and Pasta Papa.

At Quick, the 13 strikers are
members of the cleaning
subcontractor EGEN-
France, which is known for

employing cheap night labour. Its
employees will work eight hours a
night for around 800 euros a month.
Baradji, a Congolese worker, who
has lived in France six years with-
out papers, told me how it began:
“On the 15th of April, more than a
hundred sans-papiers at the big
SENI cleaning firm in Paris went on
strike. We have colleagues there,
friends there: so the four sans-
papiers workers from the EGEN
team that cleans this Quick got
together and said, if they can do it,
why not us? We spoke to some peo-
ple we knew from the SENI strike,
and they told us how to do it. We
had a meeting with the CGT.” After
that, they collected fellow EGEN
employees working at other sites,
and prepared the plan to occupy the
Quick site on the Champs-Elysée:
“Through personal contacts , we
rang around other sans-papiers we
knew who work for EGEN else-
where. There must be about 30-50 of
them, but only 13 were prepared to
come forward and strike here.” The
strikers sleep downstairs, and dur-

ing the day they rope off a part of
the restaurant, hang up flags and
leaflet passers-by while the Quick
keeps on operating around them.
They feed themselves through dona-
tions from the public.

The EGEN workers organised them-
selves originally, through personal net-
works and their own initiative, before
approaching the CGT. But the logistical
support the CGT gave them, as well as
legal support, was invaluable: “When the
CGT are there, the boss knows that he can’t
fool us, because the CGT rep knows the
law inside and out. The boss here put a lot
of pressure on us, telling us that we had no
right to be here, telling us that the CGT
were tricking us and that the strike had
ruined our chances of getting regularised,
but the CGT rep set things straight and
told him where to get off. At one point, he
came into the restaurant at 2am, thinking
that the CGT wouldn’t be there, shouting,
“Get up, get up, I want to negotiate with
you!”. The rep was just next door, though
— and the boss cleared off quick when he
showed up!”
The CGT rep assigned to the EGEN

strike gave his thoughts: “The major lesson
from this strike is that you have to give
confidence to the workers. The whole
movement has shown that the thing you
need for success is confidence at the grass-
roots. Previous big sans-papiers strikes
like Grande Armée or Modeluxe have
given individuals, and also organisations
like the CGT, the notion that we can go
into this and win. That wall of fear is
breaking down, the question now is one of
organisation.” He stressed the fact that the
sans-papiers are relying upon their
strength as workers: “This is not about
humanitarian concern any more — we are
showing that sans-papiers have a real eco-
nomic role and real economic power in
society. It is on that basis that we are fight-
ing.
I spoke to Djimo, a Senegalese striker at

the Bistrot Romain restaurant next door.
Inspired by the 15 April strike wave, work-
ers there held two meetings with the CGT
over four weeks, tracking down sans-
papiers colleagues through friendship
groups, by talking to people in the big hos-
tels where sans-papiers tend to live, and
through talking to staff in other restau-
rants in the city, where workers from the
Champs-Elysée site would sometimes be
sent to cover other workers’ hours. Of
about 60 strikers in Bistrot Romain across
the region, 33 from various sites are occu-
pying Champs Elysée. The date of 20 May
was fixed by the CGT when the workers
finally approached them. Djimo said that
the example of the 15 May, combined with
the law that gave bosses the power to reg-
ularise workers, made him overcome his
fears: “When you’ve been living like this
for 10 years, under difficult conditions,
paying your social security but having no
right to benefits, making unsuccessful reg-
ularisation requests, and a law like this
comes... Well, it’s not perfect, but it gives
you a chance. We knew we had to go for it.
“It’s difficult to unmask yourself after

living in secrecy for so long, to announce
to the whole world that you’re a sans-papi-

BY CHARLIE SALMON

Two years after the great uprising,
in Oaxaca, Mexico, Section 22 of
the Sindicato Nacional de los
Trabajadores (SNTE) teachers

union has mounted a fresh 21 day long
strike demanding an end to political
repression and the democratisation of their
union and local schools.
On 22 May 2006 teachers led by Section 22

took strike action demanding increased pay,
better conditions and investment into food
and uniforms for students.
On 14 June Governor Ortiz deployed one

thousand state police officers to break up
the strike. Two days later tens of thousands
of Oaxacans, backed by trade unions and
community groups, marched in defence of
the SNTE. Demonstrators seized local radio
and television stations, ensured the distribu-
tion of food and services and formed the
Assamblea Popular de los Pueblos de
Oaxaca (APPO), a democratic assembly. The
events of 2006 — the highpoint of working
class struggle for some time— saw teachers,
trade unions, community and women's
groups take control of the city for five
months until a brutal crackdown by state
police and armed gangs aligned to Ortiz.

TEACHERS IN MEXICO

Mexican teachers have played an impor-
tant social role for more than one hun-

dred years. In Oaxaca they are a particular-
ly significant force. Unlike some areas of
Mexico, Oaxaca does not benefit from the
tourism industry so the input from relative-
ly well paid teachers makes an important
contribution to the local economy. But more
than that, teachers have used their industri-
al muscle to influence and transform the
lives of the communities they live in and the
children they teach. This has been a constant
feature of the demands and struggles of
teachers in the region.

RADICAL LEADERSHIP

Section 22 of the SNTE is led by a group of
radical teachers organised in the

National Education Workers Coordinating
Committee (CNTE). In opposition to the
'charros' (cowboy) leadership — a group
traditionally aligned to the Institutional

Revolutionary Party — the CNTE has
waged a campaign since the 1970s to break
the SNTE from a conservative leadership.
One of the consequences of the suppression
of the Oaxaca uprising was the capture of a
number of schools by the rival PRI aligned
Section 59 of the SNTE. According to the
Narco News website many of the “Section
59 teachers [have] neither classroom experi-
ence nor college degrees ... the problem is so
widespread as to make it necessary for the
state normal schools ... to conduct classes in
pedagogy to the teachers”. Perhaps more
significant than a lack of qualifications is
that those schools controlled by Section 59
have not taken a lead in fighting for reform.

NEW DEMANDS AND PROSPECTS

Section 22 launched a twenty one day
strike on 19 May demanding the “freeing

of all political prisoners, an end to the polit-
ical repression of the movement, the hand-
ing over of all Oaxacan schools which are
presently controlled by the government to
the people and new elections within the
SNTE which has a history of corruption”
(www.teacherssolidarity.com). Teachers
have once again erected an encampment in
the city centre (zocalo) where they camp in
rotation with union members from other
parts of the state. State police are patrolling
the periphery of the camp but have not
entered as a visible force. A report on lib-
com.org states that “the strike, supported
since day one by the SNTE members in the
state of Michoacan, has also seen solidarity
by other SNTE members in the states of
Guerrero ... and Chiapas”.
As yet there are no signs of life beyond the

actions taken by the SNTE. Oaxacans will
have the brutalisation and murders of 2006
fresh in their memories. But the actions of
Oaxaca’s teachers, in 2006 and again today,
are significant for Mexican politics and
instructive for the international working
class movement. Rather than evade or con-
fuse the role of the state and bureaucracy
like the Zapatista movement (active in the
neighbouring Chiapas), the workers of
Oaxaca took on their corrupt union leaders,
took control of a whole city and fought back
against brutal police action. That the teach-
ers of the SNTE continue their struggle is an
inspirational message of belief in workers
democracy and struggle.

MEXICO

Oaxaca teachers
demand
political freedom
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er. People see you on TV, friends and part-
ners find out sometimes, you’re complete-
ly laid bare. That was difficult at the start,
for someone who is used to hiding himself.
But if you don’t get into the action, you
don’t get anything. I’ve got a wife, two
months pregnant, and rent to pay. I don’t
know what’s going to happen — but I
know I’ll be safer with papers than with-
out. Now, if the police search me on the
street, it could all get much worse very
fast. I’m not safe as I am.
“At the level of the law, we were worried

too — worried that we were doing some-
thing illegal with the strike without realis-
ing. In the first couple of days the manage-
ment put a lot of pressure on us, trying to
talk to us one by one, confusing us with
talk of the law, threatening to call the
police. The police did come, but just to
check that everything was OK, not to
arrest us, but the boss said that we were all
going to be deported. That was scary. But
during our meetings with the CGT, the
union activists explained the law to us,
and we researched it ourselves”
The restaurant chain Chez Papa has been

on strike since the 15 April. 39 undocu-
mented workers are occupying the flag-
ship restaurant at Louis Blanc — 21 of
whom have won regularisatio since the
start of the strike. I spoke to Achheb, who
had been elected as a steward by the strik-
ers because of his experience as a worker
in a hospital in Algeria. “Most of the sans-
papiers on strike in the last two waves
have been farmers from West Africa.
France was their first experience of unions
and wage labour of this kind. I’ve been
elected a leader because I have a little
industrial experience. We have a little lee-
way to strike and organise here, because
sans-papiers tend to stay in one job longer
than regularised workers and students,
because it’s difficult and dangerous to
swap jobs too often. That means that we
tend to be quite experienced in a given
restaurant, and the boss doesn’t fire you at
the drop of a hat, because he needs you.
“It started in January or February. The

employer fired a couple of workers
because their papers weren’t in order. He
did it to make it look like he was comply-
ing with the law, to keep the immigration

police off his back. But we saw that this
was a threat to all of us.”
The sans-papiers in Chez Papa started to

have meetings on Sundays, first in a
MacDonald’s, later in a union office. They
tracked each other down, often knowing
each other from being moved around the
restaurant chain by the employer: “but
restaurants held under a different fran-
chise are more difficult to organise,
because staff don’t move from one fran-
chise to another.” By mid-April, they were
sufficiently numerous to strike, and their
elected leaders fixed the strike date togeth-
er with the CGT.
At the Pasta Papa restaurant, the strikers

are in a more difficult situation, because of
the intense repression from their particu-
larly conscious boss. As elsewhere, the
strikers collected colleagues from across
the city, and arrived on the morning of the
20th of May to begin their occupation. The
manager appeared, and according to one
of the Solidaires activists who was there,
“He announced, ‘I’m Mussolini’s
nephew!” His first reaction was violence,
throwing glasses and chairs at the strikers,

until his wife ran to restrain him. “He was-
n’t crazy, he was very controlled”, the
activist told me, “His eyes were calm as he
was attacking us, he was testing us, trying
to provoke a response. He’s not mad, he’s
just a fascist, and he knows exactly what
he’s doing.” The boss cut off the strikers’
water and electricity, and loaded up the
furniture into a van and drove off.
Another problem is that the boss has a

direct line to Romania, from where he can
hire scab labour — “the undocumented
Romanians are in such a precarious situa-
tion that they couldn’t join the strike; the
man claims he can get a worker from
Romania to France in under a week.”
Nevertheless, the strikers at Pasta Papa

are being well-supported by the public and
the labour movement, and are determined.
I asked one striker if he had a message for
undocumented workers in the UK. He
replied,
“If we look on our situation with fear, it

will be difficult to change anything, we'll
be afraid to show ourselves. But sometime
or other you have to show yourself — you
can’t build yourself a life by staying in the
shadows. You’ve got to come out of the
shadows, despite the fear of deportation.
After all, who is it who benefits from our
fear?”

“We are
coming
out of the
shadows”

FRENCH MIGRANT WORKERS’ STRIKE
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ZIMBABWE

GEMMA SHORT REPLIES TO

“INNUENDO IN THE CONTRACT”,
SOLIDARITY 3, 132.

We recently faced a dilemma in
Sheffield, around how to respond

to the possible opening of a restaurant
like Hooters. The article in the last
Solidarity characterises all the things we
might object to in such a work-place,
however we must think carefully how we
respond — especially given the existing
campaign set up by the Sheffield Fems.
The fact that the campaign was already

in existence complicated the issue. How do
you respond both to the exploitation at
Hooters and the anti-working class nature
of a parallel campaign, against the same
workplace? The fact that the Sheffield
Fems campaign was so anti-working class
is the key issue here. Being on the SUSU
Women’s Committee I, unfortunately, was
treated to a classic example of the Sheffield
Fem’s brand of anti-Hooters campaigning.
On introducing the issue to the committee
very briefly, one member of Sheffield Fems
declared that it was great that city council-
lors were getting on board with the cam-

paign because “Hooters will attract the
wrong sort of clientele — stag nights and
such — which don’t suit the area”. Not
only were Sheffield Fems prepared to work
alongside people who were fighting
Hooters purely on those grounds, but they
took up that argument — declaring that it
is this sort of clientele that perpetuates the
oppression of women. As far as they were
concerned Hooters exists due to sexism
from these men, not as part of a wider sys-
tem of oppression.
Our normal response would be, quite

rightly, to intervene in these campaigns at
an early stage and put our ideas across —
ensuring they fight on the right grounds.
This was not possible in this case because,
excluding the fact that many of these views
were already entrenched in the Sheffield
Fems group, the campaign was already in
full swing by the time we heard about it.
So we discussed running a parallel cam-

paign. Even if we had the time and
resources, would this really have been an
effective tactic? Running round giving
leaflets out that criticise both Hooters and
Sheffield Fems seems ineffectual to me. It
also risks our message being mixed up
with the general anti-Hooters furore, ren-

dering the whole exercise pointless. All
ideals aside, time and resources do unfor-
tunately matter in the work we do and
would have constrained us in this case.
I worry about the call to stop a work-

place opening. Some of us took the stance
that campaigning for a workplace not to
open can be equated to campaigning for it
to close. And in this situation I feel that
stance is correct. If we look at the Sheffield
Fems campaign, if Hooters were to open
they would merely shift their focus to
ensuring it shut down — without any
reassessment of the situation. Not only is
that a lesson about aligning ourselves with
such a campaign but it also affects any
campaign we could have run. No matter if
Hooters was open or not the issues and
principles still apply, we don’t just change
tack when it opens because the situation
has been realised — we draw attention to
the issues workers would face at every
point in our campaign.
The previous article in Solidarity sug-

gests that our arguments regarding sex
work as labour don’t apply here, and that
in fact Hooters is more like contractual sex-
ual harassment. There may be differences
but I think our response of promoting

unionisation would still stand. The article
states it was a shame we could not run a
politically sound campaign against
Hooters, one which got involved in local
campaigns and steered them towards
engaging working class people in the
struggle.
However as I have argued here, I don’t

think this was the situation in Sheffield
when there was already a large campaign
against Hooters — one that definitely
would not have welcomed our arguments.
Hooters seems to have been prevented
from getting planning permission by this
group’s work — however I doubt Hooters
has gone forever, more likely it will move
on to some more working class part of
town to avoid the councillors’ objections—
in which case it seems dangerous to say
“good riddance”. Perhaps then we might
have an opportunity to intervene in a cam-
paign and steer it in the right direction.

DEBATE

SACHA ISMAIL REPLIES TO

ZIMBABWEAN COMRADES

The last issue of Solidarity carried a
statement from the International
Socialist Organisation of
Zimbabwe, a group linked to the

SWP (workersliberty.org/node/10590).
This statement reiterated the position of
critical electoral support for the opposi-
tion Movement for Democratic Change
which ISO comrade Mike Sambo out-
lined in an interview in Solidarity 1/131:
"The driving force behind our critical

support to the MDC remains unchanged:
run-away inflation, caused by the ever-
declining economy, caused by Mugabe's
dictatorship — and affecting working peo-
ple the worst. That alone necessitates all
concerned organisations and political par-
ties working together to help fight the dic-
tatorship.
"What we are saying is that we can only

remove Mugabe by mass mobilization —
but if it all ends in a run off, as looks likely,
let people come out in big numbers and
vote for the MDC.
"At the same time, we do not advise the

MDC to participate in the run off. And we
critically support the MDC, but without
creating any illusions in the party."
Although we sympathise with its moti-

vation, this position, in so far as we are in a
position to judge, is a mistake.
When we are dealing with a working-

class political formation — eg the pre-
Blair/Brown Labour Party, the Brazilian
Workers' Party, or another "bourgeois
workers' party" — the question of how to
relate to it is one of tactics, not principle.
The ideal is to stand our own revolutionary

candidates, but where that is not possible
(where the far left is too weak, or in a sec-
ond-round run off, for instance), advocat-
ing a critical vote for a bourgeois workers'
party is not unprincipled. This is a version
of the united front tactic, through which
revolutionaries can hope to expand their
influence among reformist workers and
activists by struggling alongside them.
Voting for a straightforwardly bourgeois

party, on the other hand, is wrong in prin-
ciple, signifying not a united front, but a
popular front in which the working-class
movement is tied to bourgeois forces.
Whether the labour movement is a mass,
revolutionary force, merely embryonic, or
something in between, this means subordi-
nating the class struggle to unity with a
political faction of the ruling class.
To be honest, we do not know enough

about the MDC to confidently judge its
character for ourselves. The Zimbabwean
labour movement, through the ZCTU, cer-
tainly played a central role in its founding;
presidential candidate Morgan Tsvangirai
is a former leader of the federation.
However, there seems to be little to indi-
cate that today's MDC is a workers' party
in any meaningful sense. Support from the
unions and wide layers of the working
class are clearly not decisive in this regard.
In any case, the ISO is not claiming that

the MDC is any kind of workers' party. The
comrades previously did entry work in the
organisation, even succeeding in getting
Munyaradzi Gwisai elected as an MCD
MP. However, the ISO was subsequently
driven out and, declaring that the party
had been "hijacked by capital", opposed
electoral support for it. The recent shift of
position, apparently encouraged by the
SWP, is not based on a new assessment of

the class character of the MDC, but on the
idea that Zimbabwean workers should
vote for it despite its bourgeois nature,
alongside "all concerned organisations and
political parties working together to help
fight the dictatorship". The idea of work-
ing-class political independence is com-
pletely lost.
As the ISO itself has vividly described,

the MCD has no effective strategy for the
overthrow of Mugabe. This is conditioned
by its class character: it looks to the courts
and imperialist diplomacy, and not to mass
action by the workers and people of
Zimbabwe to smash the regime from
below.
In any case, as the ISO statement cited

above put it: "there is real struggle waiting
against the twin enemies of Mugabe's dic-
tatorship and neoliberal capitalism." Even
if the MDC does force Mugabe out,
Zimbabwean workers will need to fight the
government it creates when it comes to
power. If it was a bourgeois workers' party,
this fight might involve critical electoral
support until revolutionaries were strong
enough to organise a party of their own.
Given that it is not such a tactic makes no
sense.
The example of neighbouring South

Africa is instructive. Thanks to the South
African "Communist" Party, the ANC was
able to maintain its hegemony over the
labour movement, despite strong chal-
lenges from the revolutionary left in the
late 1980s. The absence of an independent
working-class party allowed the ANC
leaders to come to a deal with the
apartheid regime, admitting the black
bourgeoisie to parliament and the board
rooms while keeping the exploitation of
the black working class and poor intact.

If the SACP had been committed to the
fight for working-class independence,
post-apartheid South Africa would have
looked very different - even if the workers
had not been strong enough to take power
immediately.
It is easy for socialists who are not in the

thick of the struggle to criticise; nonethe-
less, we believe it is our responsibility. We
offer these comments in a spirit of loyal
and comradely advice, and hope that the
ISO will respond.
Comrade Farooq Tariq of the Labour

Party Pakistan, in his speech to this year's
AWL conference, noted our criticism of his
organisation's decision to join the "All
Parties Democratic Movement", and
replied: "We have taken part in an alliance
which has included religious parties, but it
is not a religious alliance. It is not for
Islamic revolution. It is an alliance to
launch a movement against dictatorship
and to make the [electoral] boycott strategy
effective."
Although we have noted the presence of

the Islamist Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal
(MMA) in the coalition, that is not the fun-
damental basis of our disagreement. We do
not believe that working-class organisa-
tions should join political alliances with
any bourgeois party. Such alliances can
only set back both the immediate aim of
the struggle and the long goal of working-
class power. The MMA's ultra-reactionary
politics merely add insult to injury - and a
certain irony, since the LPP's record on
opposing Islamism has been exemplary.
• For a discussion of the principle of

working-class independence in relation to
the US presidential elections, see
www.workersliberty.org/node/10013

Working-class independence is
a principle

Be careful of your neighbours...
SEX WORK
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MATT COOPER REVIEWS A GOOD

SOUL OF SZECHUAN (AT THE

YOUNG VIC, LONDON, UNTIL 28
JUNE)

Inrecent years there has been a renewedinterest inworks by theGermanMarxist
playwright, Bertolt Brecht. This new
translation of his A Good Soul of

Szechuan has met with predictable abuse
from the right wing press, but it is more
surprising to see it attacked in the
Observer by Nick Cohen for being
Stalinist propaganda, and his plays there-
fore being of no worth.
Nick Cohen is now best known for his

assault on the anti-war left, What’s left,
which under a veneer of attacking the right
target (the SWP, George Galloway) is sub-
stantially anti-Marxist in its real target. In
his broadside on Brecht, Cohen slumps
further into very run-of-the-mill liberalism.
Brecht was compromised by line up with
Stalinism, Cohen argues (with some justifi-
cation), therefore his plays are worthless (a
conclusion worthy of the Stalinists that he
despises, who judged the merit of art by
the politics is served).
Cohen is doubly wrong. Brecht did

refuse to publicly criticise the Stalinist
communism, and sided with a foul and
murderous political system. But he was
more complex that this, and fortunately for
us he did not take his political direction
from Stalinist hacks.

The official Soviet orthodoxy in art from
the 1930s was “socialist realism”, a depic-
tion of the struggle of the workers as hero-
ic, and the Soviet Union as an earthly par-
adise. It demanded an aesthetic that was
bland and simplistic. Brecht, although
politically allied to the German
Communist Party, never adopted its “artis-
tic” approach.Although it was his desire to
expose capitalism through theatre, to use it
as an ideological tool in the class struggle,
it never became Soviet propaganda.
AGood Soul... is perhaps the best illustra-

tion in Brecht’s work of both the strengths
and limitations of this approach. The play
centres on the character of a prostitute,
Shen Te (played here with considerable
aplomb by Jane Horrocks) who is the only
person in Szechuan to offer three itinerant
gods a bed for the night. They reward her
with enough money for her to buy a small
tobacconist, but then her goodness is
exploited by everyone, each individual
distorted by poverty and their need to sur-
vive.
In order to protect herself Shen Te poses

as an invented male cousin, Shui Ta, as
ruthless as Shen Te is kind, and it is this
heartless character that comes to dominate
in a one-sided Faustian conflict between
the selfless and the selfish. When chal-
lenged on the impossibility of the situation
the gods declare that they “don’t do eco-
nomics”. The play remains a strong para-
ble about the corrupting effect of self-
preservation under conditions of poverty.
The problem with the play lies precisely

in this too-clear cut distinction — to pre-
serve oneself in a class society requires
complete immorality. Brecht believed that
he was animating Marx’s Capital in dra-
matic form, demonstrating underlying
social relations. But nothing in Marx is this
one sided. Even a cursory examination of
life shows that people, even in the depths
of poverty, are not universally driven to
abject selfishness. The scene that Brecht
depicts is, ultimately, simplistic. This is a
flaw, but not a fatal flaw, in what remains a
worthwhile and very good play.
But the Young Vic production directed

by Richard Jones is a rather odd one. The
device of having the audience enter via the
back of the stagewhile actorsmove around
bags of cement, to sit on cheap plastic
chairs in an auditorium covered in ply-

wood is meaningless, not least since the
play is not set in a cement factory (it briefly
mentions a cement factory) but in a slum.
The actors seem unsure whether to act in a
naturalistic way, or to address the audience
rather than each other with their lines (as
Brecht would have expected). In the end
the direction settles down into trying to
extract some emotion from the relationship
between the characters, which obscures
rather than exposes Brecht’s intention. At
times the sharpness and wit of Brecht’s
writing shines through, but on whole this
production does little to illuminate a work
that whatever Brecht’s political failings,
deserves attention.
• Nick Cohen’s Observer article:
http://arts.guardian.co.uk/theatre/
drama/story/0,,2280753,00.html

THEATRE

SOFIE BUCKLAND REVIEWS FILTH:
THE MARY WHITEHOUSE STORY

(BBC2, 28 MAY)

I’m not old enough to remember Mary
Whitehouse’s campaigning years, only the

jubilation of my film lecturer informing us
she’d kicked the bucket a few years earlier—
he filled us in on her puritanical, anti-gay,
anti-sex crusades.
So watching BBC2’s dramatisation of her

life was pretty surprising — no lunatic fun-
damentalists here, just a story of an ordinary
woman fighting the smug liberal establish-
ment. Hugh Greene, Director General of the
BBC,was portrayed as awomanising, slight-
ly bonkers, upper-class twit slowly cracking
under the pressure of her formidable cam-
paign.
Whitehouse, played by Julie Walters, is

here a representative of another generation,
clinging to good old-fashioned values, a bit
batty but in a mostly benign way. There’s a
kind of David and Goliath thing going on,
and after years of refusing to see her or even
mention her on the BBC, Greene’s departure
in the face of a Whitehouse-friendly
Chairman being installed is presented as a
victory, and the end of the programme.
Literally nothing then about her private

prosecution against the play The Romans In
Britain (charged with “procuring an act of
gross indecency” for a scene of simulated
anal rape. Whitehouse herself hadn’t seen
the play, and the case fell apart). Nothing
about her role in campaigning against
“video nasties” leading to the Video
Recordings Act of 1984. Nothing about her
successful prosecution of Gay News editor
Dennis Lemon for blasphemous libel (he

received a 9 month sentence suspended for
18 months and a large fine).
And, perhaps surprisingly given that the

BBC has been its main target, nothing about
the current incarnation of her National
Viewers and Listeners Association —
“MediaWatchUK”, the group behind the
protests (and death threats) at ‘Jerry
Springer: The Opera’.
Perhaps the BBC were just being kind,

given their history of ripping it out of the old
reactionary at every opportunity. One show
even mocked her husband after he was in a
car accident. But the kindness toWhitehouse
didn’t end with the air-brushed drama —
straight after, Newsnight informed viewers
that 75% of Radio Times readers surveyed
now believed that Whitehouse was right
about violence on TV leading to societal ruin
(although as the liberal folks they are, they
didn’t agree with her on sex).
Maybe, surveyed at the time, a similar

proportion of readers would have agreed
with Whitehouse, but the desire of politi-
cians and pundits to find an answer to street
violence in the media should not be under-
estimated. One Tory MP informed viewers
that children are “first desensitized” to vio-
lence via video games and TV — his chil-
dren in rural Buckinghamshire might be but
it shows a shocking disconnection from real
life to suggest the relationship between vio-
lent teens and the media is anything near
that simple.
In the face of an onslaught of newspaper

inches blaming ‘emo’, and Grand Theft Auto
IV for kids stabbing each other, a whitewash
of Whitehouse really wasn’t helpful. The
feature’s only saving gracewas the occasion-
al sprinkling of “fucks” that would have had
Whitehouse falling off the sofa in shock.

PETER BURTON CONCLUDES HIS

SERIES ON THE BLUES

JB Lenoir from the Chicago blues move-ment in the 1950s recorded several LPs
using acoustic guitar, sometimes accompa-
nied byWillie Dixon on the acoustic bass or
drums. His songs commented on political
issues such as racism and the Vietnam War,
which was unusual for this period. His
Alabama blues recording had a song that
stated:
I never will go back to Alabama, that is not the
place for me (2x)
You know they killed my sister and my brother,
And the whole world let them peoples go down
there free
White audiences’ interest in the blues

during the 1960s increased due to the
Chicago-based Paul Butterfield Blues Band
and the British blues movement. British
bands such as Fleetwood Mac, John Mayall
and the Bluesbreakers, The Rolling Stones,
The Yardbirds, and Cream performed clas-
sic blues songs from the Delta or Chicago
blues traditions.
The British blues musicians inspired a

number of American blues-rock fusion per-
formers, including Canned Heat, Janis
Joplin, Johnny Winter, The J. Geils Band, Ry
Cooder and The Allman Brothers Band.
Many of Led Zeppelin's earlier hits were
renditions of traditional blues songs. But
Jimi Hendrix, was a rarity in his field at the
time: a black man who played psychedelic
rock. Hendrix was a skilled guitarist, and a
pioneer in the innovative use of distortion
and feedback in his music. Through these
artists and others, blues music influenced
the development of rock music.
In the late 1960s, the West Side style blues

emerged in ChicagowithMagic Sam,Magic
Slim and Otis Rush. West Side style has
strong rhythmic support from a rhythm gui-
tar, bass electric guitar, and drums. Albert
King, Buddy Guy, and Luther Allison had a
West Side style that was dominated by
amplified electric lead guitar.
Blues Incorporated the British R&B band

of the early 1960s, although never very suc-
cessful commercially, was extremely influ-
ential on the development of British rock
music in the 1960s and later.
The band established a regular “Rhythm

and Blues Night” at the Ealing Jazz Club in
1962. This brought together manymore fans
of blues and R&B music, including Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards, Brian Jones, Rod
Stewart, Paul Jones, John Mayall, Zoot
Money and Jimmy Page, some of whom
would occasionally sit in on Blues
Incorporated performances.

Blues Incorporated was conceived as an
informal 'band'; its membershipwas intend-
ed to be fluid. Korners’ Ealing club and the
American Folk Blues Festivals in Britain and
Europe were a magnet to blues /rock musi-
cians , combining to ensure strong and per-
vasive links between blues and early rock
and roll music.
From the early 1970s, the Texas rock-blues

style emerged which used guitars in both
solo and rhythm roles. In contrast with the
West Side blues, the Texas style is strongly
influenced by the British rock-blues move-
ment. Major artists of the Texas style are
Johnny Winter, Stevie Ray Vaughan, The
Fabulous Thunderbirds, and ZZ Top.
These artists all began their musical jour-

ney in the 1970s, but they wouldn't achieve
major international success until the next
decade.

Recent years
TELEVISION MUSIC

Brecht deserves attention

Whitewash!
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Free Hicham Yezza
FROM BACK PAGE

Both Hich and Rizwaan were known to the University
authorities. Hich had been long active in the

University of Nottingham's Peace Movement and is edi-
tor of a campus based magazine Ceasefire. Rizwaan had
been active on the Israel/ Palestine issue and the
University recently called in the police and had Rizwaan
arrested for erecting along with others a cardboard wall,
causing minor inconvenience for people going into the
library, but attempting to give a taste of what it must be
like living with the Occupation wall erected in
Palestinian territories. The circumstances around the
arrest have been posted on Youtube which people can
see on http://youtube.com/watch?v=uZLwtit8GXM.
Rizwaan was released after a week of terrible treatment.

Hich remains in detention (now in Dover after being
moved to and from three different detention centres). He
still faces an attempt to deport him back to Algeria from
which he moved to the UK 13 years ago as a teenager.
Hich's politics are not hidden. It is laughable that he

could be considered someone likely to be involved in the
promotion of terrorism.
Hich wrote in the last issue of the magazine he edits this

Spring, "We believe in the power of ideas and we would
like you to join us in our quest for a more sustainable, bet-
ter-run world. Idealism is dismissed as an irrelevant luxu-
ry in a world dominated by cyncism and real-politik – well
ideal may be redundant, but idealists certainly not. From
Martin Luther King to Mandela, it's the very people who

think the unthinkable that make the impossible … possi-
ble"
Does that sound like the writings of a Bin-Laden or an

Omar Bakri Mohammad?
I don't exactly know how Hich would describe himself,

probably as a libertarian or even an anarchist of some
form. But is that now a reason for deportation? Indeed his
politics would probably make him a target for the political
Islamists in Algeria as well as the repressive military hat
are also strong there.
The University of Nottingham is clearly intent on devel-

oping a spirit of fear and intimidation amongst its students
and staff and not one of freedom.
Unfortunately the University's actions have not led to

any complaint from the Local Association of the UCU nor
the President of the NUS at the University, Gerald Bates.
Both the NUS and the UCU have been uncritical of the
University's actions restricting themselves to expressing
concern at the speed of the deportation process. Both
refused to support the protest against the deportations of
Hich because it was also critical of the University's actions.
The fact that the protest was so large with so many aca-

demics as well as students in attendance makes it quite
clear that this campaign will continue even stronger over
the next few days and questions will probably asked in the
UCU and NUS over many months.
But there is also a need for urgent action to stop Hich's

deportation. For immediate advice on support action to
take, consult freehichamyezza.wordpress.com/what-can-
we-do

IMMIGRATION CONTROLS

FEATURE

My ’68

BY MARTIN THOMAS

In 1968 I was a university student. I had leftish opin-ions as a result of books I’d read and experiences
between leaving school and going to university — but
really they didn’t amount to more than a vague blur.
The French events of 1968 suddenly snapped issues into

focus. To this day I can remember reading a big article in
the Observer at the end of May by Patrick Seale and
Maureen McConville which explained how the French
Communist Party was acting as a conservative force with-
in the strike movement.
Even before that, I didn’t like the Communist Party or

consider the regimes in Eastern Europe socialist. But that
article in the Observer made the difference between vague
suspicion and distrust and a settled conviction that the
Communist Parties were an obstacle to working-class
socialism.
Also sticking in my mind is a meeting of the university

Labour Club, it must have been a few months later, when
a single CPer, Martin Levy, made a desperate attempt to
excuse the CP’s behaviour. “The French Communist Party
is the party of the working class. It knows the working
class. It knows the realities better than we can. It knows
the difference between an economic struggle and a politi-
cal struggle. We should trust it".
I admired the CPer for arguing his case in a very hostile

meeting, but despised his arguments: that meeting set me
irrevocably against conservative politics which excuse
themselves with that sort of "workerist" rhetoric.
Conventional wisdom has it that all the left-wing stu-

dents of the time were wildly ultra-left. Yet I remember at
that same Labour Club meeting a proposal to change the
name of the group to “Socialist Society” (already, the
Labour Club’s secretary’s file carried, as a proud emblem
stuck to the front of it, the official letter from the Labour
Party disaffiliating the group).
The proposal was drowned in derision. Sue

Himmelweit and others sarcastically counter-proposed
that the name should instead be changed to something
like “Guevara-Ho Chi Minh Society”, but the substance of
their argument was entirely serious: that, whatever our
hostility to the official leadership of the Labour Party, we
had to look to the labour movement.
1968 set many of us re-thinking furiously about a vast

range of issues. I was studying maths. Agroup of us wrote
a critique of the university’s maths courses, and called
(very well-attended) meetings of the maths students to
discuss the critique and challenge the lecturers.
We forced the maths faculty to set up a committee to re-

examine the courses and to hold elections for student reps
to it. We ran a slate and, despite being accused by our
opponents (and rightly) of trying to use legitimate aca-
demic criticisms for ulterior revolutionary social motives,
swept the board. The courses were changed, though slow-
ly and less radically than we wanted.
Many of the ideas we had were half-baked. But that is

an inescapable part of any new radical ferment. Bakery
products are generally half-baked before they become
fully baked.
It is true that half-bakedness had a much bigger influ-

ence on left politics in the decade or so after 1968 than it
should have. I would put the blame on the “old hands” of
the revolutionary left, who could have helped us young
ones to “bake” our ideas, and served us quite badly.

“My opinions
snapped into
focus”

When the government unveiled its massive Counter-
Terrorism Bill in January it promised to introduce

"tough new measures to protect the public." The claim to
toughness is beyond dispute but to what extent these
measures will "protect the public" is another matter.
The key plank of the new legislation is the proposal for

42 day pre-charge detention. This means that individuals
suspected of involvement in terrorist activity can be held
without formal explanation, the presentation of evidence
or access to normal legal channels.
If passed, this power will catapult Britain into the lead

position of countries with the most punitive powers of
incarceration. In the USA, a country led by right-wing con-
servatives not known for their restraint on matters relating
to terrorism, those suspected of terror offences can be held
for 2 days before charge. In Russia, another haven of civil
liberties, the time period is 5 days. How extending deten-
tion from an already excessive 28 to 42 days will stop ter-
rorism is not at all clear.
What is clear is that existing powers of arrest and deten-

tion under anti-terror law have been misused and arbitrar-
ily wielded by the police. Of the 1,113 arrests made
between the September's of 2001 and 2006, only 104 were

charged with specific anti-terrorism offences - less than
10%. During this period more than one thousand individ-
uals, entirely innocent of offences related to acts of terror-
ism, were arrested and detained inappropriately.
Threats of a large scale Labour rebellion persist despite a

partial back-down by Home Secretary Jacqui Smith, who
promised a parliamentary review after 30 days of deten-
tion. If passed, the legislation is unlikely to make it
through the House of Lords.
Socialists should strongly oppose the strengthening of

detention powers. This is not simply a matter of avoiding
miscarriages of 'justice' like those detailed above or in
recent events at Nottingham University. And however
much we despise the politics and actions of the al-Qaeda
inspired murderers who struck against London, we cannot
support this legislation. Such powers are a licence for the
police to pick up and detain any individual at any time - all
they have to say is "we suspect him/her of terrorism". All
such powers of arrest without charge are intimidatory and
provide the police with a powerful, reactionary weapon
against anyone who challenges the state.

Gerry Bates

42 day detention plans
“ANTI-TERROR”

ANTI-FASCISM

Protest against the BNP 15-17 August
Codnor/Derby (a few miles from the M1)

The Red White and Blue festival is a major annual event held by the BNP. For too
long they have been able to hold these “festivals” without major opposition. We are
planning a mass demonstration.

More information — nobnpfestival.wordpress.com

Please get in touch at NottmStopBNP@yahoo.co.uk if you are
prepared to help us build anti-fascist activity
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DISCUSSION

For working-class opposition to
both bosses’ parties

WORKERS’ REPRESENTATION

A DISCUSSION ARTICLE BY CHRIS FORD (AWL
AND LRC NATIONAL COMMITTEE) ON THE CUR-
RENT CRISIS OF WORKERS’ REPRESENTATION.

Brown’s government is in decline. To many in
the labour movement it seems a fait accompli
that there will be a Tory government - it’s
only a matter of time. Yet for all the natural

hatred of the Tories, many who have been on the
receiving end of New Labour’s policies can be for-
given for asking, what will change? The Tories and
New Labour are different, opposing parties, but they
are not absolute opposites. They are both adherents
of the neo-liberal consensus, all their differences are
expressed within this political framework; they will
both ensure the continuation of a policy agenda that
serves bthe interest of the capitalism.
This Tweedledum-Tweedledee party system is a traves-

ty of democracy. Voter participation in elections has
plummeted, and revulsion with established politics is
widespread with political retrogression such as the
growth of the BNP. New Labour’s alienation of its tradi-
tional base has placed it in a perilous position.
As the next election looms no doubt the TUC and trade

union bureaucracy will raise the Tory threat to call for
unity behind Brown as the lesser evil. Such cynical
appeals for political amnesia serve another purpose, to
close down discussion about how we got to this situation,
what happened to the Labour Party and its ramifications
for the labour movement.

THE CAPITALIST LABOUR PARTY

Since the defeat of the Great Miners Strike of 1984-85,
there has been a process of transformation underway

in the Labour Party, the left was witch-hunted and mar-
ginalised, its politics moved steadily rightwards. Under
Blair this accelerated. Democratic channels were
replaced by a centralised system excluding those out-
side the New Labour elite from input into policy mak-
ing, greater control established over the selection of can-
didates. These structural changes were crowned by a
constitution pledging allegiance to the free market.
The hierarchy of the majority of trade unions passively

bankrolled New Labour despite it systematically dimin-
ishing their influence. They responded to neo-liberalism
with social partnership, parallel to that in the Labour
Party, bureaucratisation increased within unions, the
Labour link stifled to curtail rank and file opposition.
This process reached a new low level at the 2007 Labour
Party conference in Bournemouth, which de-facto disen-
franchised the affiliated trade unions and Constituency
Labour Parties by removing their right to submit contem-
porary motions.
To grasp these changes we must recognise, the Labour

Party does not have a golden age, a “traditional socialist
stance” which Socialist Appeal for example call for a
return to.
The Labour Party grew out of the original Labour

Representation Committee established in 1900 by trade
union and socialist organisations to secure independent
workers representation in Parliament. Unfortunately
most of the Marxists withdrew, surrendering the posi-
tions of influence just when the working class was mov-
ing towards the formation of its own party.
When the Labour Party was founded in 1906, it was

largely the political reflex of trade union leaders who
accepted the social theories of capitalism. The ideas of
moderate trade unionism, the spirit of cooperation and
compromise, translated into middle-class Parliamentary
activity. Instead of strengthening the fighting force of
organised labour in its struggles with capital the 'political
wing' of the labour movement confined the trade unions
to 'economic trade disputes'. What was supposed to be
the 'political voice of labour', engaged in ‘gradual change'
ended up imposing capital's interests.
Very few Labour leaders have ever actually believed in

reforming the system into socialism, which from its foun-
dation was synonymous with state ownership. This state-
socialist conception sat comfortably with the myriad
forms of state-capitalism which emerged globally after
the Great Depression to stabilise and regenerate the sys-
tem. In the post-war period the working class took

advantage of this situation, through pressure on the
Labour Party and Trade Unions, managing to extend the
welfare state to meet more of their needs.
Such progressive reforms were generally tied to expan-

sionary phases of capitalism. However this changed, as
Istvan Meszaros’s notes:
“Once, however, the historical phase of capital's expan-

sionary concessions is left behind, the total capitulation
of reformist labour we witnessed in the last few decades
accompa-nies it”
From 1975 onwards a capitalist counter offensive

began, inclusive of a restructuring of the global economy.
The structural crisis of capitalism reduced the options
available to the capital; narrowing the margin of reform,
past concessions were clawed back. The Labour and
Trade Union leaders were imbued with ideas and an out-
look derived from the phase of capitalist expansion. The
capitalist offensive helped undermine these ideas and
organisational forms of Labourite socialism associated
with the previous period. It is in this context of working
class defeat and the hegemony of the new-right/neo-lib-
eralism that the transformation of the Labour Party
should be located.

CRISIS OF WORKERS’ REPRESENTATION

This process of transformation in the Labour Party
has still seen New Labour assisted by the union

bureaucracy attempt to keep the working class tied to
this neo-liberal consensus – to accept Thatcher’s dictum
–‘There Is No Alternative’. Despite the efforts of these
‘Labour lieutenants of capital’ the reality of the squeez-
ing out of a workers voice in politics has created a pro-
found crisis– a crisis of working class political represen-
tation.
Throughout the Blair-Brown government there have

been broadly two contending perspectives to resolve this
crisis:
1. Socialist sectarianism
Time after time, initiatives by socialists have taken

place that, in the main, have failed to establish a viable
working class voice in politics. The weakness of most of
these initiatives is that they have not emerged from the
struggle within the labour movement, as it exists. They
have gathered few forces beyond the ranks of their
founding organisations, and have not convinced a signif-
icant section of the movement of the viability of their
projects. Instead, they have been set up and counter-
posed to the existing movement in a sectarian manner
expecting the working class to follow. Despite the merit
of some of their declared goals these campaigns and
groups, as currently constituted, to solve the crisis of
working class representation.
2. Labourite socialism in denial
Labourite socialism has proved unable to rally suffi-

cient forces to halt the transformation, similarly where
policy successes were achieved, to ensure their imple-
mentation. This position has grown steadily worse with
the haemorrhaging of membership in the tens of thou-
sands. As regards socialist politics Tribune and the
Socialist Campaign Group are in a state of rigor mortis if
not decomposition – acquiescing in Brown’s coronation
as leader.
The main socialist current, Labour Briefing is split over

perspectives. Some (supported by the Stalinist CPB and
Socialist Action) advocate an orientation to the so-called
centre-left COMPASS a counterfeit left established to
neutralise socialist opposition.
Those Labourite socialists, who recognise the need to

unite with broader forces and even for a new beginning,
are restricted in developing such an analysis by the fail-
ure of the external projects to found a viable alternative.
Labourite socialism is in a crisis of confidence. The most
dangerous course for Labourite socialism would be busi-
ness as usual routinism, a dead end similar to the impo-
tent socialist groups in the American Democratic Party.
The contending perspectives to resolve this crisis of

workers representation are in a political log-jam. The
internal Labourite socialists lack any confidence in the
prospects of breaking out of New Labour, compounded
by the failure of external projects to found an alternative
to the capitalist Labour Party. The prospects for sectarian
projects are as limited as those of the Labour left, which
following a Tory victory may revive, but will come up

against the blockage of the structural changes. As such
the logjam will remain unbroken. There is no way out of
this vicious circle except by breaking out of the hold of
the capitalist Labour Party and to crystallize socialists
and trade unionists in a new alignment.
The argument that this will be achieved spontaneously,

arising from ongoing struggles whilst possible, is not nec-
essarily an adequate solution. Ideas don’t drop from the
skies - they flow from human activity. As such we cannot
rely on possibilities, or future generations, but need to
take action ourselves.

LABOUR REPRESENTATION COMMITTEE

Amongst all the organisations that exist at present the
Labour Representation Committee is in a prime

position to become an axis for bringing about re-compo-
sition in the socialist and labour movement. Originally
founded to address the crisis of workers representation
and fight for socialist policies in the Labour Party, it has
grown steadily since 2004, with over 1500 members, 120
affiliated organisations - crucially the affiliation of six
trade unions, (ASLEF, BFAWU, CWU, FBU, NUM, and
RMT). The LRC now recognises that: “As currently con-
stituted the Labour Party is no longer a vehicle for pro-
moting progressive or socialist ideas. We need to re-
found Labour as a party of radical change.” It calls for a
united front of socialists, trade unionists’ and new social
movements. This is an important step in the ongoing
discussion in the LRC which comprises socialists inside
and outside the Labour Party.
Key amongst the forces which can break this log-jam

are the independentist and more radical trade unions
affiliated to the LRC.
Activists in these unions need to ensure they take a

more active part in the LRC, re-orienting to ensure the
LRC acts directly as the voice of organised labour in pol-
itics.

The support of organised labour would make a deci-
sive contribution to the renewal of the project of workers
representation. It would instil a new confidence amongst
the fragmented socialist and trade union activists and
would subdue the potentially damaging sectarianism.
Such a body based on the organic forces of the labour
movement would be of a fundamentally different charac-
ter to previous initiatives.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty and other socialists

believe the LRC must take a further step in its evolution,
to start to work as a broader Workers' Representation
Committee — an open, democratic socialist organisation.
The immediate aim would be to achieve the widest pos-
sible representation of labour in opposition to the repre-
sentatives of capital. Such a re-launch could electrify the
current politics of the labour movement and has real
potential to achieve wide scale unity of he fragmented
socialists and trade unionists.
Forging an alternative to New Labour is not simply a

debate about standing in elections, it goes much deeper.
However there needs to be a reappraisal of tactics. The
AWL proposes that local LRC committees drawing
together socialists, trade unionists and working class
communities should be allowed to adopt a flexible
approach. Utilising whatever means available to secure
working-class political representation. The argument
this would provoke an immediate expulsion of the LRC
from New Labour whilst a serious issue, fails to recog-
nise that elements of the LRC have already mounted
numerous electoral challenges.
There is an urgent need for socialists to break out of the

old habitual sectism and trade union indifferentism to
politics which plagues our movement. Socialists who
desire a workers voice in politics should join in building
the Labour Representation Committee. Socialists should
affiliate to the LRC as organisations, join as individuals,
seek to affiliate their trade unions and union broad
lefts/rank and file organisations. Engage and contribute
to the discussions and debates being developed in the
LRC to forge a socialist alternative.
Faced with the prospect of Tory government it is not

enough to lay the blame but to draw the lessons, to
organise independent working class opposition to both of
the bosses’ parties.
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I knew the knife boy from Ennis
BY PADDY AVAKUUM

“Your da is goan to be hung! Over in England,
he’ll be hung!” So the boy in the school play-
ground jeered at my friend Sean. He was
so upset that he ran out of the play-

ground and the school down home to his mother to see
what she’d say. A garbled report had appeared in the
Clare Champion. Sean’s father, P, had indeed been
charged with murder.
Amilitary policeman in the British army, he went for a

drink one night. When he and another policeman came
back to the barracks the worst for drink — he went into
a barracks hut and smashed a sleeping man on the head
with his baton. Some festered grievance I suppose.
The soldier died, P’s friend gave him away and the

prospect of hanging did loom up before him. He wasn’t
hanged, but he spent a decade in jail. When he came out,
his wife and three children joined him in England.
P, who was a distant adult figure to me, a dark, seem-

ingly jovial man, was, you might say, my first murderer
- the first I encountered. But not the last.
I’ve encountered a surprising number of murderers,

alleged murderers, people who’ve stood trial for murder
— and victims of murder too. For instance, one of two
men who’ve been on the run for over a decade for shoot-
ing an Irish policeman, Guard McCabe; a man now
awaiting trial in the north of England.
And the one that concerns me here, a teenage knife

murderer I knew long ago. The terrible spate of murders
of youngsters in London sent me thinking about him.
His name was Joe. I won’t labour parallels or compar-
isons with boys in London now, just tell a story
Joe grew up in one of the houses down by the — long

out of use — quays on the river Fergus, in Ennis.
Over decades, again and again the houses there and

most of the housing in which the proletarian minority in
the market town lived had been officially described as
“hovels” in reports to the Clare County Council by more
than one Medical Officer of Health, Doctor McCarthy
and Doctor Bugler. Nothing was done about it for
decades. People were still living in one of the long streets
of hovels, the Turnpike, well into the 1970s. Bad drinking
water led to outbreaks of typhoid fever.
Typically, the one-story houses in which the town

labourers lived would have two postage stamp rooms
and one larger room. Their original thatch had been
replaced by corrugated galvanised roofs, but that was
the extent of “modernisation.” They had no running
water, no lavatories and no cooking facilities except the
one small open fire.
The rent for a clutch of such houses, in Cloughleigh,

was collected by a local solicitor on behalf of a woman
with an address in Hamstead, London. The town had
been built on an island in the river. Every year, the River
Fergus would flood the houses down by the quays, and
sometimes well beyond the immediate vicinity of the
quays (Cloughleigh houses whose tenants sent rent to
Hamstead would flood).
Employment for most of the workers in the town was

scarce and irregular; serious poverty was widespread. In
a town of 5,000 people, upwards of 500 school kids every
year would be eligible for a Christmas party organised
by the Catholic charity-society, St Vincent De Paul. They
would serve us cake and lemonade, give out little gifts

and show a Laurel and Hardy comedy, or some such
film.
...Settled tinkers! Day labour at command
To anyone with money in his hand...
Unlettered gaums we are, to pluck and fleece
Or export on the hoof, alongside cattle,
To factory and battlefield — wild geese
Who fledge then flee to Salford and Seattle...
That was the working class of places like Ennis then.
And yet there was amongst them a wonderful class

solidarity. Where you might expect the workers to fight
each other for the little there was, they stuck together,
backed each other, organised a one-town trade union (it
was absorbed into the ITGWU in the 1940s), organised
mass pickets, and even, in the mid 1930s, a two-day gen-
eral strike. But the town’s workers were at an enormous
disadvantage in a petit bourgeois town surrounded by
owner-occupier farms. The war and its aftermath took
large parts of the “town labourer” class to work in
England, from where they would send money home.
Working class kids like Joe left school with a minimal

education, at fourteen and no “prospects”. They lived
amid slights and contempt in a town of finely graded,
rigid class distinctions. At the National School he had
been beaten regularly with a long bamboo cane on hands
and the back of short-trousered legs. He had had his face
frequently slapped: everyone did.
He was a jittery youngster, underfed, scrawny and

undersized, who would hang around on the outskirts of
a group of his peers — skittish, easily frightened, given
to boasting foolishly to those who knew him too well to
believe a word of it. He’d compensate for his insecuri-
ties and fears with a violence of language. Inevitably he
was a bit of a butt to the others.
The cultural influences were narrow — the chapel, the

cinema and American comics. Wholesome comics more

or less, then, spin-offs from formulaic western films with
tough, “two-fisted” heroes such as John Wayne, Tex
Ritter and Hopalong Cassidy, with their tough-guy,
“sock him on the jaw” ethos ersatz heroes — “The Boy”,
in the local parlance (“Who’s The Boy in that one?” “Roy
Rodgers?” No, the Durango Kid.”). I don’t know if he
was ever religious beyond routinely going to Mass. as
almost everyone did.

The cinema and the comics, and rampaging imagina-
tion, were the big influences...
The tough hero-protagonist, afraid of nothing and

bold and brave and invulnerable, and with the inner
resources, and a sympathetic script writer, to sustain him
in whatever he was trying to do. “Role models”. Role
models from outside everyday experience, from outside
the world in which Joe lived.
He felt obliged, by peer pressure too, to try to act like

“The Boy” up on the screen of the single cinema in the
town.
Others did too in varying degrees without taking it too

seriously, or holding it against themselves that they
weren’t always the stuff of which cinema “Boys” were
made. Joe seemed to feel the contradictions between the
tough guy cinema models — models he did not know
enough to critically access, or feel secure enough in him-
self, in a sense of what he himself was, to reject as non-
sense.
So he hung around with his peers, boasting foolishly

and posturing unconvincingly — younger than his age.
Joe...
He hired out — it was the early 60s — to go as a sea-

sonal argriculuural worker in Scotland and found him-
self living in a large dormitory hut with a lot of
strangers. Rough, wild, youngsters, most of them away
from home for the first time — away from subordination
to “the aul fella”, and earning money that seemed good
and allowed them to drink.

One Saturday night a large number of them went to
the pub, or a dance, and came back drunk, boisterous
and quarrelsome. Soon a free-for-all fight broke out in
Joe’s hut. Joe? He hid under one of the beds.
But he wasn’t allowed to hide through the fight.

Someone pulled him out form under the bed. The terri-
fied eighteen or nineteen year old carried a knife — what
else would a “Boy” do, when he couldn’t get gun?
Little Joe drew the knife and lashed out at his tormen-

tor — sticking him with the knife. Where the knife
entered I don’t remember. But afterwards, a young man
lay dead on the floor of the hut.
Anxiety, terror, a model in his head of proper mascu-

line behaviour, thinking bad of himself for not being
“The Boy” — all contributed to making a terrified kid
into a murderer. The easily terrified, fantasy addled
youngster. His head full of imagination and ignorant
nonsense, thus became a murderer. And, you don’t get
tougher than that, do you?
Did he mean to do what he did? Surely not. He was

driven by terror and the fact that he had armed himself
with a knife.
Did it change his view of himself? Did he boast of it

later? He went to jail. Did he learn to be a real “tough
guy” there, and come out better able to live up to his fan-
tasies? I don’t know: thereafter, I lost sight of him.
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Today one class, the working class, lives by selling
its labour power to another, the capitalist class,
which owns the means of production. Society is
shaped by the capitalists’ relentless drive to

increase their wealth. Capitalism causes poverty, unem-
ployment, the blighting of lives by overwork, imperial-
ism, the destruction of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capi-

talists, the working class has one weapon: solidarity.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty aims to build solidari-

ty through struggle so that the working class can over-
throw capitalism. We want socialist revolution: collective
ownership of industry and services, workers’ control and a
democracy much fuller than the present system, with elect-
ed representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for the labour movement to break with “social

partnership” and assert working-class interests militantly
against the bosses.

Our priority is to work in the workplaces and trade
unions, supporting workers’ struggles, producing work-
place bulletins, helping organise rank-and-file groups.
We are also active among students and in many cam-

paigns and alliances.

We stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to

the labour movement.
• Aworkers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise,

to strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services,

homes, education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppres-

sion. Full equality for women and social provision to free
women from the burden of housework. Free abortion on
request. Full equality for lesbian, gay and bisexual people.
Black and white workers’ unity against racism.
• Open borders.

• Global solidarity against global
capital — workers everywhere
have more in common with
each other than with their
capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.
• Democracy at

every level of society,
from the smallest
workplace or commu-
nity to global social
organisation.
• Working-class soli-

darity in international
politics: equal rights for all
nations, against imperialists
and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please take some copies of

Solidarity to sell — and join us!

WHERE WE STAND

Tough guy image — Hopalong Cassidy
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HISTORY

CHRIS FORD CONTINUES A SERIES

MEANS VERSUS ENDS

GeorgeHarneyhadposedthequestion: the“Charterwas
a means to an end, but what was the end?” Gregory
Claeysassertstheendwasnotsocialismandthatutopi-
an socialists of the time, led by Robert Owen had a

monopoly on this emancipatory ideal: “No Chartist revolutionary
hadeverexplainedatlengthwhyviolencealonecouldterminatethe
existing system... These doctrines were anathema not only to the
OwenitesbutequallytomostsocialChartists”.Claeysarguesthatthe
“idea of socialism-as-revolutionwas therefore new to Britain”, and
the origin of the transformation of socialism from moral force
Owenitesocialismtophysicalforcesocialismonlycameaboutunder
theinfluenceofthe1848revolutionsandthepresenceofContinental
socialist émigrés. But to accept Claeys’s assessment deters us from
findingwhatwastrulyrevolutionaryin1839otherthantheadvocacy
ofphysicalforce.
Claeys argues that socialism at the time was identified

eclusively with Owenite socialism. In fact this monopoly of
utopian socialism was already being challenged; readers of
the Northern Star were told in October 1838 under the title
“socialism v Owenism” that “it has long seemed a misfor-
tune in the discussions upon socialism, that it is synony-
mous with Owenism”. To identify the two as one was an
obstruction to “true socialism”. The resurgent class strug-
gles of 1837-39 gave fresh growth to Owenism and sales of
the New Moral World. However Owen was no advocate of
proletarian self-emancipation; class struggle was anathema
to him. Whilst there was co-operation on the ground
betweenOwenites and Chartists, Owen andmany of his fol-
lowers remained antagonistic to Chartism.
The Owenites criticised the Chartists for putting political

rights before the resolution of social questions. In fact the
workers themselves demanded social questions were
addressed, the question of capital and labour.
Bronterre O’Brien in theOperative noted that “I am repeat-

edly urged by friends and correspondents to write articles
on wages or, what amounts to the same, on the conflicting
claims of labour and capital”. O’Brien wished to put off the
matter as “I think that until the question of universal suf-
frage is settled, we cannot with advantage enter deeply into
that of labour and capital”. However when he did express
his opinions in the Northern Star the paper had record sales.
TheWestminster Review noted that “Owenism, as those are

aware who habitually watch the progress of opinion, is at
present in one form or another, the actual creed of a great
portion of the working class”. To the extent that the militant
section of the proletariat adopted the belief in a new society
the barrier was broken between this goal of a cooperative
society and its realisation by the workers themselves. The
transcending of this problem of means-versus-ends through
workers self-emancipation, was progressed by the London
Democratic Association. Harney spoke of the “Charter
being a means to an end, the means being their political
rights, and the end being social equality. Did he mean that
they all should have their food dressed in, their houses built
in parallelograms... no such thing”. In this he echoed James
Elishama Smith’s condemnation of Owen’s “system of uni-
form and everlasting parallelograms”. Harney criticism of
Owen’s paternalistic schemes showed remarkable insight of
the danger in the utopian socialist’s plans of a new society in
which the workers do not play any part in shaping their
own freedom — a tyranny which in the 20th century was
fully experienced with Stalinism.

WOMEN DARING TO BE FREE

There was another force breaking the mould at this historic
moment —

women.Unlike the LondonWorkingMen’sAssociationwhich
did not allow women members the LDAhad done so since its
foundation. On 14 April the Operative reported a new initia-
tive in self-organisation with the London Female
Democratic Association, the Secretary of which was
Elizabeth Neesom. Chartism was one of the first modern
mass movements of working people, which saw wide-
spread self-organisation of women. Female radical associa-
tions were born throughout the country issuing numerous
addresses and statements.
If universal equality was the goal then Chartism should

have been the first suffragette movement. During consulta-
tion with the localities on the content of the Peoples Charter
it was proposed to include women’s suffrage. The LWMA
confirms that: “Against this reasonable proposition we have
no just argument to adduce but only express our fears of
entertaining it, lest the false estimate man entertains for this

half of the human family may cause his ignorance and prej-
udice to be enlisted to retard the progress of his own free-
dom”.
Spence had argued in favour of women’s rights including

the vote, but as his heirs the LDA fell behind. The “Objects”
of the LDA advocated extending “suffrage to every adult
male“, in contradiction to the actual practice of the organisa-
tion. Even in the context of the time theywere advanced, but
one cannot disguise the fact that male chauvinism impacted
even on the most revolutionary of bodies; even if, Harney
said, good as themenwere “thewomenwere the bettermen
of the two”.
In an address to theWomen of England, and Particularly the

Women of the Metropolis, Elizabeth Neesom wrote that: “We
theMembers of the London FemaleDemocraticAssociation,
consider it our duty to co-operate with our patriotic sisters
in the country, to obtain Universal Suffrage in the shortest
possible time”. The Female Democrats set out their aim as
being not only universal suffrage but to “annihilate the
cruel, unjust, and atrocious New Poor Law” and to support
those engaged in the “struggle for freedom”. The question
of the barbaric treatment of children at this time came under
scathing attackwith a pledge to “to destroy forever” the sys-
tem that subjugates them to the “horrid cotton hells, and
treating them worse than black slaves, for no other crime
than that of being poor”. Neesom wrote:
“Sisters and friends, we entreat you to shake off that apa-

thy and timidity which too generally prevails among our
sex (arising from the prejudice of a false education) and join
us in our holy cause, to show to the oppressors that even
women, domesticated women, leaving her homestead will
battle for the rights of those dear to us”.
The Female Democrat’s reiterated the arrival of militant

organised women in a manner that was overtly republican
in its aside to Queen Victoria in defiance of the sovereignty
of the people:
“To those who may be, or rather appear to be, surprised

that females should be daring enough to interfere with pol-
itics, we simply say, that as it is a female that assumes to rule
this nation in defiance of universal rights of man and
women, we assert in accordance with the rights of all, and
acknowledging the sovereignty of the people our rights as
free women (or women determined to be free) to rule our-
selves.”
The newly organised Female Democrats called onwomen

to join theAssociation’sweeklymeetings. ElizabethNeesom
has rightly been asserted as being “perhaps the leading
women Chartist in London”.
That women were engaged in such open defiance of the

stifling chauvinism of Victorian society is further evidence
of just how revolutionary this moment was. Over a hun-
dred known women’s associations sprung into life at this
time. In a sign of further agitation the May issue of the
London Democrat reported a Female Democratic Association
in existence in Norwich. The Secretary Eliza Chapman
wrote welcoming the launch of the London Democrat:
“We say go on and prosper, strike terror into the hearts of

tyrants; and be assured that when the death struggle shall
come, the Women of Norwich will be found in the front
rank, fighting for that which is dearest of all things, liberty!”.

LONDON, APATHY AND AGITATION

“Apathetic” is the term usually used by historians to
describe London’s role in 1839. This is an unfair gener-

alisation; relative to previous years, London radicalism was
actually in a resurgent phase, but it was certainlyweak in com-
parison to the insurgentnorth.Harneynotedhowin themobil-
isations to elect the London delegation to the Convention “In
point of numbers this was far inferior to the meetings in the
North of England and Scotland”. London, he believed, “can
only bemoved in sections; even fifty years ago itwas toovast to
bemoved as awhole.“
Whilst the LDA was conscious of the better-off state of

many of the London workforce the London Democrat insist-
ed that there were still London workers “reduced to as
wretched a state of degradation, as they are in any part of
the country”. At the opening of the Convention delegates
bemoaned the contrasts and according to David Goodway:
“It is clear that many of the provincial delegates (in addition
to Harney and his fellow Jacobins) had come to London in
the anticipation that the metropolitan masses would play
the same role— and sweep them to power— as the Parisian
sans-culottes had in the French Revolution”.
The Convention saw a problem in this and set up an agi-

tation committee to rouse London. The spring saw an ener-
getic campaign with a series of mass meetings, and the
Northern Star was reporting; “Who shall say that London is
apathetic”. The intense activity did bear fruit, with the num-
ber of Chartist branches growing from twenty in January to
thirty-eight in April 1839.
The LDAplayed no small part in this agitation and saw its

ranks swell to three thousandmembers, with a string of new
Divisions established. Despite their role the London
Democrats still felt under-represented in the Convention.
An opportunity to remedy this arose when a mass meeting
was called at the Bell Inn, Old Bailey on 16 April to set up a
unified London wide, Metropolitan Charter Association.
The LDA was not about to accept a repeat of the manoeu-
vres of the previous meeting to elect the delegates and
turned out in force. This outraged the moderates. The
Charter, aligned to Lovett, attacked a body of Democrats
who attended passing a resolutionwhichwas “throwing the
whole organisation of London into the hands of the
‘Democratic Association”. On 19 April further progress was
made with a fusion with the West London Democratic
Association, and the LDA now turned to representation
within the Convention itself.
To those within the Convention who talked of unity

between the “Peace, Law & Order Chartists” and to the
“peaceably if we may forcibly if we must” Chartists,
Coombe’s responded scathingly. In his view, the desertions
of the middle class were no loss but an opportunity for the
Convention to prepare for a showdownwith the authorities.
That the time was ripe was very much reflected in the
London Democrat of a few days later: “The principles are
understood, and recognised as far as they are likely to be,
and the banner of the Charter has aroused a greater number
than it could possibly have been expected”. In the opinion of
the London Democrat they had now won over more than
enough support to “enforce the demands of the people”.
The time was ripe for a “plan of action to be laid before the
people”. The LDA were clearly stating that they desired a
far more radical transformation than even the People’s
Charter would have achieved, “There is nothing to captivate
in the term “Universal Suffrage” it might only supplant one
faction by another”.

Breaking the mould
REVOLUTIONARY CHARTISTISM PART FOUR

Robert Owen
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DEAR BROTHER WOODLEY,

Those made numb or demoralised by living
through disasters are likely to have difficulty
facing up to other immediately looming con-
sequential disasters. You, for instance, now.

And make no mistake about it, Brother Woodley, if
you and the other leftish trade union leaders do not
face up to the implications of theNewLabour disaster
at the Crewe and Nantwich by-election, even greater
political disasters loomnow for the labourmovement.
A Tory government? Yes, but a great deal worse than
that.
The trade unions may be driving out of politics

entirely. A Cameron Tory government may legislate
to forbid the unions to donate money to a political
party. Immediately that would mean, to the Brown
Labour Party. It would also outlaw the creation of
any future trade union based, political party.
The Tories may follow through on what Blair and

Brown have done in destroying most of the working
class roots and structures of the old Labour Party and
outlaw trade union funding of parties altogether.
If you and your trade union colleagues don’t act

now — if the rank and file of the unions don’t com-
pel you to act — the very possibility of the trade
unions legally organising a working class party like
the old Labour Party once was may cease to be an
option.
It would reduce New Labour to a rump.
The big business financing that enabled Blair to run

his “office” has dried up. Without trade union funds
New Labour would (unless the Tories were simulta-
neously to bring in state funding for political parties)
shrivel.
But you know all this. Therefore? What should the

trade unions do? Work might and main, pour more
money into Brown’s party in an effort to defeat the
Tories in the next General Election?
That is what trade union leaders like yourself will

most likely choose to do. It is the age-old, reflex,
response: defeat the Tories, fight the old enemy! If the
Tories present a threat — “fight the Tories, and return
a Labour, or a New Labour government. Brown may
be bad, but Cameron will be worse!” That is your
response now.
But there are now two big problems with that. The

first is that things have gone so far with “New

Labour” — it is such a blatantly right-wing, rich-
serving, neo-Thatcherite government that it is absurd
for the union to go on financing it. For the union to go
on ignoring that, to go on giving millions of pounds
to Brown’s party makes no sort of political sense.
It is the “MaxMosley option”— the unions paying

working-class money to the Blair-Brown gang as
wages for relentlessly beating the stuffing out of
them! Except that Mr Mosley will have got enjoy-
ment, or anyway emotional satisfaction, out of the ill-
treatment he pays for. What exactly do you get?
The unions should step up their support for New

Labour out of fear that a Tory government would
deprive them of the possibility of continuing to give
Labour millions of pounds? That is more than absurd
it is the politics of the lunatic asylum! Isn’t it?
Still, that’s how you and the other trade union

leaders will probably choose to respond to the threat
of Tory victory. They may be right win bastards, but
as President FD Roosveldt once said of a Central
American dictator — they are, you feel, “our bas-
tards”. Are they? No, they’re not — you are their
stooges in the labour movement!
Trade union addiction to the eternal search for the

lesser evil is as hard to break as addiction to crack
cocaine: it is the political crack cocaine of people like
yourself, who might be expected to want to do bet-
ter than your predecessor trade union leaders who
helped create New Labour 15 and more years ago.
The second reason is that, by all appearances, that

simply won’t work. New Labour will lose the next
general election, and the other neo-Thatcherite party
will from a government and, may then go on to
destroy the legal possibility of any future trade
union financed Labour party.
That would only be the next step on from what the

Blair-Brown gang have already done to the old
Labour Party.
There is still a trade-union financed party — New

Labour— but, Brother Woodley, a Labour Party very
pointedly is what it now is not.
Think for a moment about what happened in

Crewe and Nantwich. Gwyneth Dunwoody dies.
She was an Old Labour traditionalist, daughter of a
General Secretary of the party when that job counted
for something, Morgan Philips.

Continued on page 3

BY PETE RADCLIFFE

About 400 students and academics protest-
ed at Nottingham University on 28 May
against the attempts currently underway
to deport Hicham Yezza, a former univer-

sity student now employed on the campus.
The size of the protest no doubt represented the

popularity of Hich and the real knowledge of the
injustice of the arrest of Hich along with his friend
Rizwaan Saber under the Prevention of Terrorism
Act that preceded the deportation moves.
Those attending the rally listened in intermittent

heavy rain whilst extracts of the document that Hich
downloaded for a friend from a US government web-
site were read by numerous academics at the
University. Local MP Alan Simpson made an impas-
sioned speech attacking the University’s creation of a
climate of fear at the University. The protest then
went on to the University administration building
where a silent protest was held with mouths symbol-
ically gagged. At this stage colleagues of Hich held
placards out of the windows in support of him.
The downloaded document that led to the police

being called in by the University to make arrests was
downloaded by Hich to assist Rizwaan with his
political research for his PhD on terrorism. Both con-
tinued to be held despite the fact that Rizwaan’s
supervisor and personal tutor had both vouched for
the legitimate and academic reason for him needing
to consult the document.

Continued on page 14

An open letter to Tony
Woodley, Unite-TWGU

Why won’t the
unions fight
for a workers’
party? Don’t

deport
Hicham
Yezza!


